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BULLETIN

House okays measure
on disclosing secrets

WASHINGTON
(AP) •■ In
i
precedent-setting victory for President
Ford, the House approved a measure
yesterday to block its intelligence
committee from publicly disclosing
secrets without the Presidents
approval.
The vote was 246 - 124.
WASHINGTON (AP)-The House
faced a historic decision yesterday on
whether .to block its Select Intelligence
Committee from publicly disclosirg
secrets without President- Gerald
Ford's approval.

intelligence committee was pressed by
a resolution
approved 9-7 by the
Rules Committee Wednesday night
It would prohibit the intelligence
committee from putting secret
information in its final report unless
the report is kept secret or the
committee gets Ford's clearance to
publicly release it.

COMMITTEE Charrman Otis Pike
(D-N.Y.) said the decision would be up
to the intelligence committee but that
he would rather file no final report at
all than ask the President's permission
to disclose secrets in it.
"My instincts arc that there is no
way I am going to be party to filing a
report on the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) that is censored by the
CIA or rewritten by the CIA," Pike
said.
"We have done our job." Pike said,
"and if the House doesn't want us to
report to them that's their business."
The full House vote on the running
secrecy fight between Ford and the

Rep. Dale Milford (D-Tex.) said
that if the final report goes to the
House as a secret document, the House
could decide any time in the future to
make it public.
The committee and the President
had worked out a compromise after a
secrecy fight in September allowing
Ford to prevent the commiltce from
publicly
disclosing
secrets
by
personally declaring that doing so
would hurt U.S. national Security.
BUT PIKE and ciglu oilier members
of the
(.'member
intelligence
committee voted that ihe agreement
with Foid could not (Delate whit the
committee puis in its final official
report to the HouM

THE SECRET information, most of
it already publicly disclosed through
news leaks, includes details on
operations including U.S. submarine
spying on Soviet missile firings and
CIA covert aid to Angola and in ihe
past lo Italian political parties and
Kurdish rebels.
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Simon criticizes
trade restrictions
WASHINGTON
(API - Treasury
Secretary
William
Simon
said
yesterday the United Slates probably
is losing more than SI billion in
business with the Soviet Union
because of trade restrictions imposed
by Congress
He specifically mentioned the 1974
Trade Act making trade concessions
with Russia dependent on increased
Jewish emigration from the Soviet
Union.

Land slide

Andrea Pierce, freshman (A&S). and Betsy
Homonnay, freshman I \\S). practice their ice
skating skills on the intramural fields, proving that

the fields are useful for more than just fall and spring
sports. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Morocco claims desert victory
RABAT, Morocco (API - Morocco

claimed yesterday to have captured
the Spanish Sahara desert area where it
battled with Algeria for three days,
taking 11)I Algenan prisoners m all.
Algeria announced its forces "have
withdrawn in good order."
There
was
no
independent
verification of Ihe claims. An official
statement in Rabat said the legion of
Anighala. 175 miles southwest of the
Algerian herder, had been "cleansed of
all rebel elements," a reference lo

guerrillas of the Algerian backed
Polisario
Front
which
favois
independence for the Spanish Sahara.
SPAIN IS turning over I lie
I 05,000-square-mile
mineial-rieh
territory which it has held since 1KX4
to Morocco and Mauritania on Feb.
2X. The two countries My they have
lustorial claims to the land which
Algeria oppose. The Spanish reached
their decision in November after King
Hassan II of Morocco sent several

hundred thousand unarmed civilians
on a march lo the Spanish Sahara.
Military sources in Pans earlier
yesterday reported intense fighting
between Morocco and Algeria, laying
they used tanks and heavy artilllcry in
the hleak. freezing desert aiea.
The fighting has been reported in
communiques from Algiers and Rabat
with no information from the scene.
but foreign ministry officials in Paris
said they look the communiques

seriously.

Ownership sparks questions
on clearing airport runways
By BUI Van Kirk
Who ii responsible for clearing the
runways at the Wood County Airport
on bast Poc Road when a snow or ice
storm hits the area'
Apparently no one.
The University owns the airport
land and buildings, but according to
airport director Robert O'Haver. in
February 197.'. an act was passed in
the state legislature which allowed the
University to lease the airport to Wood
County.
HOWEVER, the county refuses to
clear the arrport runways.
"We don't clear any airports." said
Wood County Road Superintendent
Norman Marsh. He said the Wood
County Highway Department is
responsible for clearing main county

roads, but this does not include the
airport, even though it is under lease
by the county.
O'Haver said the University has
"disowned" the airport.
"Sometimes the city will clear the
runways out of the goodness ol their
hearts, but that's the only clearing that
gets done." O'Haver said.
The airport could organize a crew to
clear the runways in the event of a bad
winter storm, but there is a lack of
necessary equipment.
"WE NEED some money from
the University to buy used equipment,
such as a snow plow." O'Haver said.
"We also need our own truck. We
were supposed to get a truck from the
County, but we never did."
O'Haver said salt cannot be used to
melt ice on the runways because it
corrodes aluminum, and most of the

aircraft which use the airport are
aluminum.
He said cinders or a type of
fertilizer called urea are the only
materials that can IK used
on the
runways.
O'Haver said that last Jan. 26 was
the first time the airport was
completely unalbc to operate because
of runway conditions.
But several student pilots have said
that on certain occasions they are not
able to fly because they don't have the
experience to land on a runway when
it is in poor condition.
O'Haver said every pilot in the area
could be affected by the situation at
Wood County Airport. He said 40
airplanes are based at the airport and
123 persons are enrolled in flying
school. Transient pilots must also be
considered, he added.

Ihe official Algerian News Agency
said in Algieis that its force! withdrew
"after they admirably carried out their
mission."
THE MOROCCANS said they had
captured "important quantities" of
heavy equipment, Including artillery,
mortals and giotind-to-aii missiles.
The Moroccans took 72 prisoners
yesterday, including iwo officers, the
Rabat communique said, lighting
continued until early in the morning
before the Polisario rebels suffered
"several dozen killed" and resistance
collapsed.
THE ALGERIANS claimed that
when fighting started Tuesday in the
Anighala area, its forces were merely
carrying food and medicine to Sahara
refugees. But the Moroccans said the
Algerian soldiers came from Ihe 41st
Infantry battalion.

"MY CONTACTS with Sonet
leaders
and
with
American
businessmen during the past year have
firmly convinced me that it is in our
interest to find a way to unblock these
impediments to increased trade,"
Simon told the Senate Finance
Committee.
Sen. Abraham Rihicoff, (IM'onn.)
said he saw no indications thai
Congress was willing to back oil from
its stand designed to force Moscow to
permit more Jews to emigrate to other
lands
The secretary said there have been
slight incieases in the rate of
emigration allowed by the Soviets,bul
that it was not possible to say if this
constituted a new trend.
Simon also said, "we have had many
Indications that the lack of official
credits from the United States is
causing the USSR, and some of Iheii
Fasten! European countries to direct
then purchases elsewhere."
"THE MAJOR European countries
and Japan have agreements with the
USSR, under which MO billion of
government hacked credits will be
available to finance export sales lo the
Soviet Union." he said.
Government hacked credits boost
export sales by permitting linns to sell
to foreign nations on credit. If the
foreign nation fails to pay its bill, the
home government of the seller pays
the tab.

IN THE HOUSE, forma Banking
Committee chairman, Wright Patman
(D-Tex.I told the compliollei of the
currency that he should icsign to
improve public confidence in the
nation's banking system.
The coniptiollei. J.inies Smith, said
lie would considei the suggestion He
said latei he had no intention of
resigning.
The
exchange
came
at
a
subcommittee heating on pioposed
revamping of the financial regulatory
agencies
•
PATMAN SAID he had nothing
personal against Smith but thought n
was "the pooresl kind of public policy
foi regulators to be appointed out of
the industry which llicv arc supposed
lo be regulating "
Smith had been a lobbyist foi the
American Banking Association when
he entered the rreasury Department
during the Nixon administration He
later was named comptroller.
Elsewhere, President foul's top
budget
officei
defended
Ihe
administration's 1977 budget against
congiession.il criticism that it would

case neither
inflation.

unemployment

not

"WE BELIEVE n addresses both,"
James I yrip, directoi of the Office of
Management and Budget, told the
House-Senate
Joint
h'conomic
Committee,
He said the President'; $3*>4 billion
budget request is designed to stimulate
private industry into providing jobs foi
the unemployed.
DEMOCRATS on the committee
complained that ihe budget does not
call for any additional public service
jobs to ease unemployment.
Lynn said the administration hoped
to stimulate the private scctoi into
providing the needed jobs to restore
lull employment.

Charges against officer dropped

Voting case dismissed
By Kevin McCray
Staff Reporter
Felony charges against city police
Sgt. Thomas Votava were dropped
yesterday by the county prosecutor
during a preliminary hearing in
Municipal Court.
Votava. of 1304 Sand Ridge Rd.,

Weather
Light snow likely today. Highs
in the mid to upper 20s. Fair and
cold tonight Lows about 10.
Partly cloudy tomorrow with a
chance of snow flurries. Highs in
the upper 20s. Probability of
inow 70 per cent today and 20
per cent tonight

had been charged with two counts of
voting in the wrong precincts in the
general elections of November. 1974
and 1975.'
County prosecutor Daniel Spitler
made the dismissal request to Judge
Richard Dunipace.

1975 by the Civil Service Commission.
Former mayor Charles Bartlett then
fired Votava on Dec. 31, 1975, the last
day of Bartlett's term of office, for
Votava's voting in the 1974 election.
Bartlett said the Civil Service
Commission's reinstatement order was
based only on the 1975 illegal voting.

THE PROSECUTION entered into
the proceedings copies of the minutes
of Votava's hearings before the Wood
County Board of Elections and the
Bowling
Green
Civil
Service
Commission.
Robert
Maurer, attorney for
Votava, said he is now requesting that
the charges against his client be
stricken from the records.
Votava was suspended from the
force Dec. II, 1975 after a police
department investigation. He was
reinstated with full back pay Dec. 29,

LAST WEEK the Civil Service
Commission heard an appeal on the
firing and unanimously voted to
reinstate Votava a second time, again
with full back pay.
Betty
Cooke,
commission
chairman, said the city failed to
prove that Votava intentionally voted
illegally.
Votava lives just outside the city
limits, but had admitted to voting in
the city. Maurer said no criminal
intent was involved.

Ice landing

Landing an airplane can become an overly exhilerating experience when the runway
is covered with hazardous ice and snow. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)
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education comes first
Recent actions by state leaders demonstrate that they are
sacrificing the quality of higher education at state universities to
satisfy less essential state needs.
In a move that could hurt many state-supported schools, the
legislature temporarily detained funds appropriated for new buildings
and other capital improvement projects at state universities,
including here. They said the cutbacks were necessary to help pay for
the new State Office Tower in downtown Columbus.
Fortunately for the University and its students, workers at the site
of the partially-completed Alumni Center and planners of the
proposed Recreation Center and Musical Arts Building stayed on the
job-despite pleas from the Ohio Contractors Association to stop
working until funds for the project are guaranteed by state officials.
But how long will that last?
If that isn't bad enough, the governor already has announced an
across-the-board cut in state appropriations, including funds to state
universities. The result probably will be a rise in fees. Other Ohio
universities have already been hit with student fee increases, and it
won't be long before the University follows suit.
The resulting increases in the cost of a collage education, which
CUI hardly be blamed on the administration of a particular
university, will unquestionable overtax the resources of some college
students.
It is too bad that our elected officials in Columbus cannot
distinguish between necessary and wasteful expenditures of state
finances.
If the governor and state legislators truly want today's college
students to receive a quality education, they cannot afford to scrimp
on essential appropriations.

logic loses out again
WASHINGTON - Larry McDonald,
the
Birch
Society
Democratic
congressman from Georgia, suggested
on the floor of the House the other
day that the National Caucus of Labor
Committees might be a nest of East
German agents. Most people on the
Left would probably call the Caucus a
collection of Marxist loony tunes.
Caucus cadres, as the Caucusoids
call
each other in traditional
Communist nomenclature, have a
reputation
for
such
noisy,
uparliamentaiy behavior that they get
tossed out of meetings on their pinky,
red eats, and, when they're not being
dang outta . the hall, they're
denouncing every famous face you see
on TV as CIA-Rockefeller-Nato, agents.
No Matter, what's interesting is the
birth of a new, studiously Marxist,
avowedly pro-Russian entity made up
of mostly college-educated, young
Americans.
AS READERS of Marxist literature,
their prose style has suffered terribly,
but they do attack current events with
an analytical intellectuosity that the
old New Left of the Sixties would
have rejected as an offense against the
irrational.
The Caucusoids
- they give
themselves 1.000 hard-case members •also end up sharing many of the

to fighting in Europe and tac nukes.
Bye-bye world.
With formulations like this it's only
in the millisecond between the great
fireball and death that one can say.
"Damn! Those crazy commie kids
were right."

economic concerns of the far Right.
Their views on inflation, the liquidity
crisis and the banking structure should
not be too displeasing to Ronald
Reagan's economic advisors, if he has
any. But then in some ways Marx was
a classic free market man.
In addition, the Caucusoids share
with the Real Right an absolute hatred
of Nelson Rockefeller, but in Bud
Abbott-and-Lou Costello fashion they
argue over whose devil he is.
For the Real Right. Nelson is the
personification
of
the
Communist-Socialist Multinational
Corporate Conspiracy, while the
Caucusoids take Nelson to be the
leading figure in a Socialist-Multinational Corporate Conspiracy.
JUST NOW the Caucusoids are very
worried about what they call Hilex-75.
I gather this is a code name for the
RockefellerKissinger-Moynihan plan
to forestall international financial
collapse and raw material strangulation
by the nations of the southern half of
the globe.
Hilex-75. as I understand it and I
don't, envisions a mountingly abrasive
and truculent diplomacy hy the NATO
powers leading.by the end of January.

NEVERTHELESS
what
we've
learned the last few years about the
way governments conduct their affairs
should tell us not to completely
discount any accusation or prediction.
Remember the CIA and Fidel Castro's
whiskers?
Furthermore, the Caucusoids I've
talked to aren't crazy. Young? Yes.
Intense? Certainly, but still thinking
within the parameters of real
possibilities as experience should have
taught us to define the possible.
What's so crazy about Hilex-75.
when you have a socialist chancellor of
Germany. Willy Brandt, who may have
been a CIA operative, or you learn
that the Chinese and the Americans
are allied in Angola to fight the
Russians and the whoevers?
But way beyond that, a young
person coming to political maturity in
1975 finds nothing is as its labeled.
Tom Braden. former CIA high
muckety-muck. tells on TV that his
organization literally put up the
money to keep the Communist Party's
newspaper. "The Daily Worker." from
folding.
BUSINESSES that were thought to
be privately owned, turn out to be
government-sponsored participants in
the opium trade. Now they tell us the
Mafia is a CIA cover story for

patriotism. Left, right and center,
businessmen, intellectuals, artists,
scientists, labor leaders and politicians
are revelaed to be on the pad. to be
phonies, fakirs and fronts.
The deception has been so massive
and so pervasive that it has brought on
an epistcmological ensis. That's far
more serious than putting exploding
clams in Fidel's bouillabaisse. What
these smug maniacs like Braden have
done is to impair our ability to think
or analyze politically.
If nothing is as it seems, if no name
or label has any correspondence to
function of the thing fot which it
stands, if the Communist Party is theFBI. then why can't the FBI be the
NKVD, which is really subordinate to
the Deuxieme Bureau, which has been
partially infiltrated by a temporary
alliance of Maoists, gold bugs and
Third World cartclists based in
Tanganyika?
Logic and meaning depend upon
being able to define objects, people,
political parties as being their own.
single thing and not something else.
If any thing can be any other thing,
then no thing makes sense. The lying
and betrayal and misrepresentation are
being carried out on such a vast stage
that they have destroyed our faculty
for distinguishing the possible from
the impossible, the probable from the
plausible.
Did the FBI murder Martin Luther
King? Is Rockefeller a Kremlin agent
or is the Kremlin a Rockefeller agent?
Can Hilex-75 be found and stopped in
time''

ford gains confidence

TENDER IF THOMAS RUNE HAD ANY GOOD ADVICE FOR LIVING ON A FIXED MOME...'

WASHINGTON-When
Ronald
Reagan last fall first loomed as a
serious threat to President Ford's
nomination, a senior Ford advisor
sought to lift the gloom atound the
White House by observing that
Reagan's entry in the Republican race
might be an asset to the Ford
campaign. "Ronnie will nuke Jerry
look great." he predicted.
That hasn't quite happened yet. but
at least the president is looking better
than he did two months ago.
Reagan, the challenger, has been pui
on the defensive. His visionary
proposal to shift $''0 billion in federal

Lerrers
join in and
be a superstar

Tuesday, Feb. 17. There will be events
every night except Friday.
The main thing is, will your dorm
have a representative? Will your greek
house have someone you can go and
cheer on to victory in the evnets? And
what
about
you
different
departments? I'll bet if you all pitch
in. there will be someone who can play
pool, bowl a decent game and shoot a
basketball?
Let's make this first BGSU
Superstars a success-something that
other schools will want to copy.
NOTE: Entries are due Sunday. If
you didn't get an entry form, first see
your dorm hall director, greek
president or department head. If you
still don't have an entry form, contact
Joyce Bresler, 405 Student Services
372-2951, or Dan Garfield. Alumni
House. 372-2186. for a form.

Sunday is the deadline for entries to
the IIIM annual BGSU Supmtari
Competition, From the response, you
would expect (his upcoming attraction
to be computable to a chess match.
Will your dorm, greek house,
off-campus group or University
department have a representative in
I Ins first Superstars''
!f you don't know what Superstars
is, the following may aquaint you or
refresh your memory. ABC TV. a few
years ago started a Supeisluis program
in Rolondo. Ha., which featured
superstars from every American sport.
(II Simpson. Franco Harris, and Phil
Villapiano represented the football
wot Id. whereas
John llavlecek
Dan Garfield
represented the pro basketball circuit.
306 Kappa Sigma
The women goi involved also and
Mary Jo Peppier, Billie Jean King and
others participated in sports other
than theii professionally-participated
ones. Ms. King couldn't participate in
I am from Lower Burrell, Pa. and an
tennis because that was her speciality.
avid Pittsburg Steelers fan. All year
Whereas
the
national
and
I've had to defend the Steelers against
professional version of Superstars
snide and unture statements by
became popular, a collegiate version
Cleveland Browns fans.
has been proven successful also. At
Because the Steelers play very
othei campuses, for example, the -physical football, many people label it
response has been phenomenal. On the
"dirty." The fact is that the Steelers
west coast, the program for college
are very physical... and the world
students was a success. Closer to home
champions again. Yet all I hear from
at Central Michigan, more than $3,000
Cleveland Browns fans is how great
was raised for a Special Olympics in a
iheir tern was decades ago.
campus-wide Superstars competition
This may be true, I don't care. The
last spring. The entry fee in that was
fact is the Cleveland sports writers
SI00 and mostly intercollegiate
have always been the worst in the
athktes competed for the charity.
business (just like the Browns the last
At BG. however, our Superstars is few years).
ooen to all students faculty and staff.
A recent article by Cleveland Plain
There is a SI 5 entry fee to cover costs
Dealer writer Dan Coghlin ("Dirty
such as tec shirts, trophies and a very
Play Taints Steelers' Crown." Jan. 22)
special guest speaker who will be on
is prime evidence. Even when the
hand, Thursday, Feb. 19. during that
Browns were winning, the Cleveland
night's events. This Superstar guest, sports writers were losing.
who will be revealed next week will
In Ted Williams' autobiography,
also speak Friday, Feb. 20. But the big ("My Turn at Bat")' he names the
attraction will be when out host star
Cleveland sports writers as one of the
presents trophies to the winners during "worst bunch to come down the
the halftime of the Saturday Feb 21st
pike."
basketball game with BG-EMU.
Coghlin's
idiotic
article
was
There will be ten Superstar events,
highlighted by such comments as: "the
starting with ping pong competition.
Steelers highlights should be rated
X All Pittsburg games should be

steelers reign

played at midnight so the kiddies
won't be exposed to that kind of
brutality on television;" and the
clinchet, "As long as the Steelers keep
winning the Super Bowl, they should
play the game within the stone walls
of San Qucntin Prison."
The only slued of truth in the entire
article is the Steelers will keep winning
the Super Bowl. The Steelers would do
the Browns a favor by sending them
their highlights films to show them
how a professional football team is
supposed to hit The Browns should be
the team that plays their television
games at midnight because no one
watches television then and won't be
missing anything.
And as for the stone walls, I
consider that an accurate description
of Pittsburg offensive and defensive
lines, nothing gets in and nothing gets
through.
BGSU has a vety good journalism
school. Coghlin. do yourself a favor
and enroll. You need it.
John Johasky

3l9Conklin

frats rebut
This is in reply to Mr. McKiiight and
his letter concerning the Kappa Sigma
fraternity. I wish to say that I agree
with the implications involving the
deceptions in the flyer, picturing the
stylish, young man. I also feel that
there are arc always to sides to any
story, so here is mine.
Advertising serves many purposes
and one of them involves persuasion.
Where can a line be drawn on how
much persuasion can be implemented
by an individual or group of students?
I feel that the intention of most
otganizations, is to attract the
attention of those not interested in the
system. This type of persuasion
surrounds us every day and can be
seen in magazines, on television and in
the products we endorse.
If this seems to sound irrelevant,
take a step further and leaf through
your BG promotional booklet. It is
full of happy men and women,
enjoying college life to its fullest. Only
smiles and sunshine existing at BGSU

so it seems. How true is this
advertising? It seems society responds
to the ideal and this ideal is often used
in order to reach the organizational
goal. This goal is to attract prospective
members to the organization, and the
greek system at BGSU needs' this
tesponse.
I respect all those who have taken
the risk and initiative to investigate an
organization and its structure. They
may have many faults, but thcte lies a
purpose which is often over-shadowed
by the beer and pretty girls. That
purpose concerns the individualistic
attainment of goals and aspirations.
If sports, sex and drinking is all one
may seek or may obtain from an
organization, that I feel the true
importance of the organization has not
been achieved. This may sound like a
bunch of bull, but look at it
realistically. Isn't it the individual who
cither winds or loses in relation to
what an organization may have to
offer?
I be groups and organizations within
this University should be viewed as
assets to college life, rather than direct
competition to all of those who may
not be members. I agree Mr.
McKnight. the picture does not
exemplify the essentials to personal
fulfillment. That is something found
only through the individual and
related goals and experiences.
Bruce Bachtel
1025 North Main Street

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed
pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
Universitv I'all

J.F. terHorst

social services to the state taxpayers
has come in for sharp criticism around
the country and in the key primary
states of New Hampshire and Florida.
His Social Security views seem scary to
many over-50 voters.
NEWSPAPER EDITORIALS and
political cattoonisls have begun to
portray Reagan as the humbler now.
not Ford And perhaps what's more
significant, the Reagan campaign
organization seems to be sputtering a
bit. while the president's finally has
gotten itself together.
It's still much too early to count
Reagan out oi to suggest that Mr. Ford
is a shoo-in for the GOP convention
nod next August in Kansas City.
Nonetheless, the polls and the
political signs indicate that Mr. Ford
lias regained the momentum, thanks lo
Reagan, to the president's reappraisal
of his own candidacy and to the
emergence of Californian Stuart
Spencer, and former Republican
Chairman Rogers Morton on the Ford
campaign team.
EXCEPT FOR ONE fleeting
moment at the outset of his State of
the
Union address. Mr. Ford
studiously refrained from smiling
during nearly 50 minutes on the House
rostrum. The following morning he
impressively briefed the big Washington
ptess corps on the intricacies of the
$304 billion budget, something no
president has done since Truman.
The day after that. Mr. Ford met
for an hour with editors of New
Hampshire papers at the White House,
reviewing his budget plans again and
making the point that his own social
ptoposals won't raise New Hampshire
taxes, while pledging that the big navy
base at Portsmouth would not be
closed.
In these and other sessions, the
message is obvious: "Mr. Nice Guy" is
gone for the duration. Mr. Ford now is
determined to be publicly perceived as
a man big enough for the presidency.
"Competency" is the operative
word around the White House. The
hope is that, by demonstration, he will
be regarded as more competent than
Reagan or any of the Democrats
seeking his job.
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
MORTON
and Spencer have been designated as
the de facto chiefs of the Ford
campaign organization, calling the
important signals in place of national
chairman Howard (Bo) Callaway.
whose foot-in-mouth tendencies have
needlesly irritated Republicans from
coast to coast.
Spencer
is a highly-regarded
professional
who ran Reagan's
campaign efforts in past years.
Morton, newly designated as a White
House assistant, will be the liaison man

between Mr. Ford and the campaign
staff.
Morton believes he has reassured the
Federal Election Commission that his
publicly-paid position will not make
him any more political than the
congressional aides pushing the
election chances of Democratic
aspirants for the White House and
lawmaker! seeking reelection.
Wlule Mr. Ford is shying away from
the hectic travel pace that earned him
much
criticism last
yeat.
he
nonetheless plans three early trips to
boost his candidacy. He will meet with
the governor! and party officials of 13
states at the midwest GOP conference
in Detroit this coming weekend, tly to
New Hampshire for campaigning on
Feb. 7 and 8. and to Florida for more
of the same around Feb. 16.
MEANTIME.
SPENCER
and
Morton have lined up an impressive list
of Republicans to boost the Ford
campaign in coming days.
San Diego Mayor Pete Wilson, new
Commerce
Secretary
Elliot
Richardson, and Representative Paul
(Pete) McCloskey. of California, will
concentrate on New Hampshire.
Senators John Tower of Texas and
Robert Griffin of Michigan, plus
Treasury Secretary William Simon and
Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz. will
seek to woo Florida conservatives
away from Reagan.
With mote Ford endorsements and
advocacy due soon from other
Republican leaders, it's increasingly
evident that the president finally has
discovered how to use his powers of
incumbency to offset a Reagan
challenge that had seemed well-nigh
invincible eight weeks ago.
Indeed. Ford men now even dare
think of stopping Reagan in New
Hampshire and Florida.
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Competition stiff for program funding
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
Obtaining federal funding
for University programs is
becoming more of an art as
competition grows stilTer
among
colleges
and
universities.
Faculty proposals must
meet the needs of the
department
and
the
guidelines of the federal
grant as well as being
innovative
enough
to
overcome
other
competitors, according to
Dr.
Annie
Clement,
coordinator of academic
programs
and
physical
education professor.
Dr. Clement yesterday
was named Project Director
for the Recreation Center
and
according
to the
Provost's Office, there are
no plans to replace her as
the coordinator of academic
programs and she will
continue to carry out those
duties as well

Busy

Dr. Annie Clement, coordinator of academic programs, discusses
the sources and the troubles of obtaining federal funding for
University programs. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

DR. CLEMENT locates
funds
from government
agencies,
private
foundations
and
helps
University
faculty
to
transform ideas into viable
proposals.
"A well-written proposal
is every bit as much of an
accomplishment
as
a
well-written
article
or
research paper, but the
faculty
member
only
receives recognition if the

funds are granted," Dr.
Clement said.
This is the time of year
that proposals are being
written for submission and
the University will be
turning
in considerably
more. proposals than last
year, Dr. Clement said.
"The
probability
of
receiving funding for next
year is about the same as
last year." she said. The
amount
of money the
University
will
receive,
however, will not be the
same in proportion to the
number of proposals it
submitted last sear
The
categories
of
proposals include: the right
to read program, metric
education.
vocational
education, art education,
consumer
education,
international
education,
cooperative
education,
career
education
and
women's equity.
THE
CONTENTS of
these proposals cannot he
disclosed unless (hey are
approved for funding. Dr.
Clement said. Disclosure
could result in providing
innovative ideas to other
institutions and. because of
the tough competition, this
would be an unwise move,
Dr. Clement said. The
proposals become public
domain
after
they arc
funded.
Most
schools
need
funding
for
the
SUM

Developing nations' food problems aired
By Cindy Smercins
Stiff Reporter
A
four-member
international
panel
discussed the problem of
hunger
in
developing
countries yesterday in the
International Lounge.
The panel members, from
Pakistan. Somalia. India and
the Central Republic of

Africa, agreed that lack of
technology is the major
problem
affecting
food
production in developing
countries.
The discussion, call "I
Am
Hungry," was the
second in a series on world
problems.
Pearly
Masters,
of
Pakistan,
described
the
hunger problem in her
country.

THE PROBLEM is most
severe in the cities, where
adults and children beg in
the streets. "In the villages,
people try to help each
other. The problem is more
aggravated in the cities." she
said.
Pakistan also faces the
problems of rising fertilize!
prices, inefficient farming
methods.
a
large
gap
between upper and lower

Students declare hunger week
February 2-7, ll>76 has
been set aside by University
international students as
Hunger Awareness Week.
The
World
Student
Association
(WSA)
in
cooperation
with
the
International
Programs
Department
has
started
collecting
money
for
"destitute areas of the
world,"
according
to
International
Department
Director Edward Shuck Jr.
WSA is sponsoring a
raffle and a James Dean
Film Festival with the
cooperation of UAO in
order to raise money against
hunger. The money will be
forwarded
to
UNICEF.
which will distribute it to
needy countries.
BESIDES the raffle and

movies.
international
students are asking for
money
donations
from
students
and
local
merchants.
WSA's theme is "Give
one of your meals this week
to someone who eats no
more than once a day."
Donations are being taken
through Feb. 8.
Raffle tickets can be
purchased
from
International students, on
first floor University Hall
and in the International
Programs
Office,
16
Williams Hall.

to Jamaica. UAO and local
merchants have donated 15
consolation prizes.
WSA program of events
during Hunger Awareness
Week include guest speakers
from the State Department.
Michigan State University
and the University.
The
political,
humanitarian
and
technological aspects
of
hunger will be discussed.
Topic, times, places and
speakers will be announced
next week.

PRICE PER ticket is So
cents and the drawing will
be held Feb. 8 in the
International Lounge. First
prize is a round tnp ticket

classes
and
government
lationing of staple foods,
she said.
"The government rations
(lour, sugar, and rice."
Masters said. "But the
minute you get rationing
you get black marketing."
Dieudonnc Baga, of the
Cential Republic of Africa,
said the people of developed
countries
often
have
misconceptions
about
Africa's food problem.
"SOME
people think
Africans are starving to
death because they're lazy
or ignorant." he said. "It is
not true. The reasons arc
natural causes like drought.
too much or too little rain.
and eroding soil."
According to Baga. his
country's food problems are
not as severe as those in
other parts of Africa.
"But
we
need
the
developed countries to help
us with technicians and to
train our own people." he

said. "We need technology
to make proper use of oui

resources."
Arum Perus. of India.
Slid his country's food
problems are caused by five
major fact.us. population,
rats.
monsoons,
fuel
shortages and inefficient
food
storage
and
distribution
"RATS destroy about 20
per cent of our food
production." he said. "To
most Hindus, rats are as
sacred as cows. For every
Indian, there are live rats."
Ali Murshid. of Somalia,
said his country's food
problems arc the result of
natural disasters.
Seasonal droughts and
birds that destroy crops are
the major problems.
"We don't
have the
problem of population." he
explained. "Our problems
are technical and natural."
The discussion served as
an introduction to Hunger
Awareness Week, which will
he from Monday to Feb. 8.

programs but the proposals
for these programs must be
"packaged cleverly." ,Dr.
Clement
said.
Those
awarding the grants like
innovation and it demands
creativity to incorporate
innovation into the needs of
your
program,
she
explained.
There is a probability
that
many
women's
programs
will
obtain
funding for next year
because the Department of
Health.
Education
and
Welfare will be releasing a
large
sum
of
money
exclusively
for
these
purposes. Dr. Clement said.

One of last year's funding
successes
includes
the
University's
involvement
with the national project
"Change
in
Liberal
Education." The purpose of
this project was to create a
network of ideas through
which the 21 institutions
involved could call on each
other lor consultation on
their problem areas.
Die
project pays the expenses
incurred in the process of
consultation. Dr. Clement
said.
SO FAR. the University
has not had to use this
consultation service but has

been called upon for faculty
consultants in many cases.
Dr. Clement said.
This project was funded
by a Carnegie Foundation
grant
through
five
professional organizations.
They include: the American
Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, the
American Association of
State
Colleges
and
Universities, the American
Association of University
Professors, the Association
of American Colleges and
the National Association of
State Universities and land
Grant
Colleges.
she
explained.

Director talks of revenue
Richard Stonei. director of the University
Union, spoke informally with students at the
Administrative
breakfast
yesterday,
sponsored
by
the
Union
Activities
Organization (UAO).
He discussed the Union's operating
revenue saying that .10 per cent was
allocated from the general and program fee
money, with the remaining 70 per cent
coming from the Union's operational
incomes.
"Many
of our programs are not
moneymakers," he said. Profits arc pumped
back Into areas which do not show a profit.
lie explained.
The cost of raw food has been increasing
rapidly, lie said, anywhere from 2..' per cent
to I 50 per cent for individual items. In the
past prices were changing so rapidly, the
Union did not pass it on to customers, he
said.
NOW PRICES have begun to stabh/e.
Stonei said.
Stonei has been involved in union
management at Ohio State University.
University of Wisconsin and Kansas State
University before coming to the University
three years ago.
"I feel the Union lias an obligation to the
students lo be efficient and to provide a
balance between programming and running a
business operation." Stoner said.
A student union can serve an important
part in a student's development. It gives him
a chance to meet people, and perhaps to sit

with the faculty informally, he explained.
Stonei complimented UAO. which plans
programs for the Union, saying they are
flexible in their plans and not afraid to
eliminate programs that do not do well.
"Sometimes tehy get a little ahead of
themselves," Stoner said. "We'd like to
prevent overlapping with othei organizations
sponsoring activities "
STONER discussed the possibility of
remodeling the Carnation Room. James
Stofan. UAO director, is currently working
on a plan lo transform he room into a
discotheque type atmosphere, bin the plans
have not been linali/cd
A franchise buying in is always a
possibility, but is a last resort. Stonei said
"I think a lot of unions which have opened
up to franchises do it to eliminate the
problems. I'm not sure I want lo eliminate
the problems, bin many limes the dollar
dictates what we do."
Tim Boyle, sophomore (AAS) told Stonei
that he thought the programs offeired by
the Union have been diversified. "You'll
always find a small group who says there's
nothing for us. hul I think it's really

progressed.*'
"Well, it's come a long way." Stonei said,
"but we have a long way lo go yet ."
The next administrative breakfast will be
at 7:45 a.m. Feb. I 2. in the Pheasant Room,
Union with Cary Brewer, director of
registration. Reservations can he made by
calling 372-2343.

Terrorism still rampant
BUENOS
AIRES.
Argentina
(API-Terrorists
assassinated two Argenlinc
executives and killed a
policeman
at
the
U.S.-owncd Bendix Corp.
plant yesterday, officials
said. At the same time,
business leaders threatened
a
boycott
to demand
security and stability.
Police said 13 men and
two women, mostly in their
early 20s. burst into the
plant in suburban Buenos
Aires and demanded to see
the
president
and
the
manager, both Argentines.
Neither was at the plant.

Just
then
personnel
manager Jorge Zaralcnga and
industrial relations chief
Alberto Olavarriela arrived
for work, and the intruders
sprayed
them
with
machine-gun
fiie.
A
policeman passing by lushed
in and was shot dead as he
drew his pistol, officers said.
Police
identified
the
attackeis
as
left-wing
guerrillas,
and
it
was
believed the killings were
connected
to a
labor
conflict.
However,
no
guerrilla
group
took
responsibility for the raid,
and no explanatii n was

immediately available.
SERIOUS
labor
difficulties have affected a
wide range of industry and
business,
aggravated
by
inflation thai neared 400
per cent last year and a
scries of government rulings
disputed
by
business
leaders.
Guerrilla groups have
killed executives in the past,
claiming lo be acting in the
interests of workers. In
security circles, the attack
was also considered to be
meant as a sign the guerrillas
were still active despite
crackdowns.

ABORTION
$1 2500
LI • "I I

1 j us

|„ ,

i 000 JJH I'10

S.G.A.
ELECTION
FEB. 5th, VOTE FOR
Robert F. Wolf -- Pres.

Rick Reichenbaugh -- V. Pres.
EriC Hall Coordinator of State & Community Affairs

Steve SoenJCkSen Coordinator of Cultural Affairs

Tom Beers —- Senate
Crystal Houk - Senate
Mary Kurz
Senate

IOIN OUB LINE FOR AN ENTERTAINING
SUMMER. Perform this season with the largest
professionally produced Live Shows program
in the Amusement Park industry. The
opportunity ior you is fantastic! You will be
on stage before thousands of people each day
in one of our three parks. You will hare Ihe
opportunity of performing at Kings Island in
Cincinnati, Ohio; Kings Dominion in Richmond.

Virginia; or Carowinds in Charlotte. North
Carolina in one of a multitude of positions.
There are openings for: Musical Theatre
Performers. Actors and Actresses. Dixieland
Bands, Country and Western groups. Bluegrass
Bands. Barbershop Quarters. Pop Groups;
Individual Musicians. Technical people and
many more. Salaries are from SMS to
$160 a week.

LOCAL AUDITION
February 5, 6, 7, 8 - CINCINNATI
EDCECLIFF COLLEGE
Organ Room
3 p.m. to 10 p.m. - Th. and Fr.
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 1st.
12 Noon to 6 p.m. - Sun.
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Aspiring vice presidents discuss fob
would

By Silly Arnold

like

to

see

this

senator phone numbers and
office
hours
for
.the students information.

continue, she added.
During interviews with
the four candidates running
for Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
vice
president, each discussed
increasing the influence of
the position.
James
Gannon,
sophomore (A&S), said the
function
of
the
vice
president of SGA is to
oversee committees and to
assume responsibility for
informing students about
committee positions open
to them. He plans to make
students aware of these
committees by publishing a
flyer with meeting times

ANOTHER OF her goals
as vice president would be
to lessen the load on the
SGA president, she said. "In
the past, the vice president
has been a shadow of the
president, it could be a
dynamic position."
Ingrid Prill, sophomore
(BA), Slid the purpose of
the vice president is to see
that
the Student Senate
runs as it is supposed to and
to
insure
good
communication between the
president and the Senate.
Students must
be made
more
aware
of
SGA
activities and functions, she

and dales included.
Valerie Gentile, junior
(A&S), said that in the past
the vice president has had
an "inconsequential job."
The position has not had
much official power, she
added.
Gentile said the present
vice president has kept close
check on the spending of
SGA funds so that a breakdown of spending could be
given
on
demand.
She

SHE

SAID

articles

contributed by the vice
president
to
the
News

Services personnel to see if
this plan is workable. If a
survey is taken with the
results showing 60-70 per
cent of ths students in favor
of
this
change,
Food
Services will pay its own
staff
and
students
to'
investigate the feasibility of
the system. Gannon said.
He would also like to
look
into
using
meal
coupons in the Union, he
said. He added that this
would be a convenience to

Vilerie Gentile

added.
Richard
Reichenbaugh.
sophomore (BA),
said as
vice president he would
work
closely
with
the
president.
He said he would also like

Union,
commuters.
Woman's
Caucus,
Work
Studies Association and the
greeks, which could possibly
be broken into fraternity
and sorority areas.
Article 3C in the SGA
Constitution describes the
vice
president's
responsibility in organizing
a staff to handle student

to
miintain i staff of
senators to represent the
campus
areas
of

problems, he said. The idea
of establishing areas to be
covered by senators was Ins

dormitories,
University
Activities
Organization,
Student Consumer Union,
veterans.
Black
Student

idea and can be called the
Guaranteed Communication

would
help students
be
aware of SGA. A newsletter
Ml the order of the UAO
Electric Blanket might also
be a source of information
for students if funds are
available, she said.
Districting
would give
SGA a personal contact
with students. Gentile said.

Meetings, flyer! and articles
in the News would also
make sludenls aware of
SGA. she said.
Students could become
more
involved
in
SGA

IF STUDENTS allow the
medical
facilities
to he

more practical means of
informing students because
almost everyone reads the
News. Gannon said. He also
suggested that senators be
responsible for submitting
material for SGA articles.
Gannon suggested that a

through special projects like
fund raising and through
contributions.
Prall

removed
and the
space
converted to offices, they
will miss the services, she

suggested Prall emphasized
(hat
SGA
is
for
the
students.

said.
Gentile

The Infamous
Broadway Show
Is Now A Movie.

CINEMA 1
BOX
OFFICE
OPENS
6:45 PM
"OH*
CALCUTTA'
TONIGHT
AT 7:26
ANO 9:30

regular radio talk show be
aired to allow students to
call in their complaints or
praise of SGA and receive
answers to any of their

Q&db!

SATURDAY
"OH CALCUTTA" AT 2:00

725 ANO 9:30 PM

NOW!!

questions.
Gentile

suggested

publication of a Student
Government
directory
containing
officer
and

GCF.

organization,

she

said.
Prall said districting is
one way la let students
districting they would have
lair
representation.

Reichenbaugh

said

continued contact with the
News and Ins GCF plan will
make students aware of
St; A.
Gannon said he is now in
the process of trying to
change the meal coupon
system so that left over
tickets can be used during
other quarters, Gannon said
he has spoken to Food

said she is also

interested
in
the
professor /course evaluations
which were to be published
two years ago. She said she
worked on this committee
but never heard any more
about the evaluations after
they
were prepared for
publication.
Prall said she would look
into
and improve
Food
Services.
investigate

Band concert

Richird Reichenbaugh

feedback from these

areas

to the senator! would keep
SGA
in
touch.
Reichenbaugh added.
Gannon is an orientation
leader and a member of
accounting club.
Gentile is a member of
Tri Beta (biology club).
Alpha
Bpsilon
Delta
(chemistry club), serves as a
justice on Student Traffic
Court and has worked with
the
Academic
Affairs
Office.
Prall works
with
the
Student Consumer Union's
special projects division and
is on her dormitory's Quad
Council.
Reichenbaugh
is
a
coordinator
for
Big
Brothers,
a
member of
accounting
club
and
involved
with
the
Commuter Center.

She
would
wastage, prices

FRAMPTON'S
HERE
SUNDAY FEB 8

HOW DOES
»57.50*
SOUND?
er
<r
c.
<t
■•■.■a

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat £r air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grill*
For Information, Call

352*293

Hampton House
BARGAIN
MATINEE
SAT. - SUNf
ALL SEATS
$1.26
OPENING
TIL »:00 PM

791 7* St.
•per nejton

George C. Scott
a Mill wm nautlM

"The Hindenburg
M.
flnnc Bdrtcrofi

TONIGHT
HINDENBERG" AT 7:30 AND 948 PM
SATURDAY HINDENBERG AT 200.7:30 AND 9:4B PM

NOWIONEWEEK
CLA-ZEL

ONLY!

AUSEATS...
All THE TIME!

VVtMWUliSKTaJtttt

n
$1.00

Oil any large 2 item pizza purchased with 3 Cokes
when delivered to your area as indicated
MON2 2/76
TUES 2/3/76
WED 2'4'76
THUB 2/5.76
FRI 26 76
SAT 2.7/76

Fast Free Delivery
1616 E Wuostei
Stadium View Plua
Telephone 3S2-S22I

Campus Thealcr.
"Sing Out. Sveet Land" by Walter Kerr contai.is a
collection of American folk music packed with the .,' rit
of America, according 10 Dr. Ronald Ruble. Firei; nr"

and "American Primitive" will run May 13-15.

said he would like to see
more
articles concerning
SGA in the News. He added
that the News is nut under
an obligation to print SGA
news. The newspaper is a

ENDSTUE.!

THE

Ingrid Prill

know about SGA. Through

the

Flrelands theater

told through the portrayal of John and Abigail Adams.
"Sign Oul. Sweet Land" will be performed Feb. 26-28

is to inform students.
To make students awjic
of SGA actions. Gannon

of

Friday.
In addition to these performances, the bands ol
Nordonia Junior High School and Grove City High
School will play a* 3:30 p.m. today and the Cambridge
High School band will perform at 1:15 p.m. Saturday.
All performances will be in the Grand Ballroom.
Union, and are free and open to the public.

Campus Theater director.
"American Primitive" by William Gibson is a
documentary drama of the nation's fight for freedom

FOR YOUR WEEKEND...

Introducing
SGA
to
incoming
freshmen
and
transfer students through
prc-registralion is another
way to make students aware

Bond clinic
Nearly SOO junior and senior high school band
members, directors and music teachers from Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana are expected to attend the 20th
annual New MUMC Reading Clinic here Friday and
Saturday.
Highlich'ing the clinic will be performances by the
All-Uhio Select Band at 1:30 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m.
Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday. The University Symphonic
Band also will present its winter concert at 8 p.m.

Two Bicentennial oflerings ha/e been chosen for this
season's productions of the University's Firelands

Jim Gannon

OUTSTANDING
ENTERTAINMENT
FROM ARMSTRONG THEATRES

interested in the areas of
commuter
and
veteran
students, he said. Commuter
students seem to be shut
out. he said. They comprise
over 50 per cent of the
campus
population
and
shoud be represented by
three senate districts rather
than two. he added.
Veterans
have
special
problems, one being the
academic
calendar
year,
Reichenbaugh
said.
SGA
can serve them as a link to
the administration and help
with their specific problems,

THROUGH

THROUGH THE GCF,
Reichenbaugh
intends to
channel the information the
senators have discovered to
the
SGA
president. He
added thai he will not just
give "lip service" to the idea
that the vice president's task

added.

and
increased
student
employment, she explained.
Reichenbaugh
is

he added.

on and off-campus sutdents.
Gannon is working with
Bruce Burkholdcr, junior
(BA). on a possible record
co-op which could be run
through
the
Cent rex
building or the University
Bookstore.
Gentile is concerned with
the proposal to cut back
Health Service hours for
students.
Wood
County
hospital docs not have the
facilities to meet student
needs, she said. Patients are
sleeping in the halls of the
hospital now. she added.

Row (GCF), Reichenbaugh

local briefs

Harshmao Kreischer
Ftodgcs Kohl
Founders. Proot
Olfenhaue.. McDonald
All Fratemities.Conkkv
All SoronlWS

Address.
Phone
, ,
,
Coupon void il nol properly tilled out
One coupon per pirza

Die University Symphonic Band will present a
concert of Werle's "We Hold These Truths" taken from
the writings of Thomas Jefferson.
Special speaker for this presentation will be University
alumnus Gordon Ward, newscaster for WSPD-TV,
channel 13, in Toledo. Other selections by the band
include Hailley's "Concerto for Alto Saxophone and
Winds."
The concert is at 8 p.m. today in
the Grand
Ballroom. Union and is free and open to the public.

Asian dinner
The bast Asian Students are sponsoring a dinner in
celebration of the New Lunar Year of the Dragon at
5:30 p.m. Saturday in the First Presbyterian Church.
126 S. Church St.
Tickets are available at the Office of International
Programs. 16 Williams Hall. Donation is $3.50. Profits
will be donated to the UNICEF Hunger Fund.

Reunion
It was reported in yesterday's News that a reunion of
the winter quarter English 400 class will be held tonight
at the home of Dr. Tom Kinncy. 814 Cherry Hill Drive.
Actually, the reunion is for the fall quarter class.

Workshops
The Center for Continued Learning is offering five
workshops during February, open to anyone who
registers in advance.
The fust workshop, lead by Barbara O'Brien, a nurse
practitioner, will be on "Body Awareness and Health."
The workshop will he Feb. 3 and will include discussions
on birth control, venereal disease, sexuality and
menopause.
"My Mom Goes to Work." a workshop set for Feb.
10. will center on three area women who have careers in
addition to family responsibilities.
A Feb. 12 workshop on women's legal concerns called
"It's Youi Right. Lady." will be lead by Julia Casey, a
Toledo lawyer.
"Love Those Houseplants." a workshop scheduled for
Feb. 17, will be conducted by Ann MacDonald. a plant
shop ownei in Perrysburg.
The final woikshop is "Coping with Death and
Dying." It will be led by Thomas Attig, who is
producing a television scries on this subject. The
workshop is set for Feb. 24.
All workshops will be from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the
center. 194 S. Main St.. with a $2 fee per workshop.
Persons can register at the center or call 372-0363.

Theft report
Caprice Cheney, senior (Ed.) reported that a stereo
valued at SI59 was taken from the Commuter Center
Main Lounge.
David Yoder. senior (A&S). reported that a CB radio
was missing from his locked car, which was parked in
Lot I. The CB radio is valued at $167.
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Bowie's 'Station' Ip disappointing
Review By
David Fandray
Popular music, in the middle of this decade, is becoming
a relatively tame and unpretentious art form.
Granting that there are still some pretty outrageous
extremes to be found among recent releases, one need only
look at the top albums of 1975 to see that "simple,"
"intelligent" and "fun" ate the three words that best
describe the most successful music produced in the past
year.
From Dylan to Springsteen to Simon, and from the Who
to the Starship. 1975 was a year that celebrated good, solid
musical achievement that could be enjoyed by people of all
ages and tastes.

,
•

WHAT MADE the music of It75 a pleasant surprise was
th. fact that it stood out as such an extreme contrast to the
musical trends promised in the first few years of the
decade.
Rock and roll, the dominant music of the past twenty
years, has always been marked by extremes. While these
extremes have usually been little more than byproducts.
the early 70's saw these extremes becoming ends in
themselves.
It seemed as if many musicians sought refuge in spectacle
and affectation, since it was so difficult to go beyond the
accomplishments of the various pioneering rock artists.
Between l°70and 1973, what was basically a spontaneous
and explosive art form became self-conscious and
controlled
What was once loud became ear-shattering. What was
once cocky became rebellious. What was once morally
questionable became defiantly decadent.
The times drew attention to artists who exploited the
extremes There was a near-obsession with the campy, the
tacky, and the kinky - and one of the most significant
artists who rode the crest of this wave was David Bowie.
BOWIE WAS. perhaps, the epitome of this trend Back in
"72. it seemed that the man was determined to be the Elvis
of the 70s.
In his effort to win this crown, he has put on an amazing
number of faces, from a spaceman to a prophet of
Armageddon.

In his latest move, he has even shed much of the
decadence that has been associated with him. and has tried
to become a legitimate entertainer - a bizarre rock and roll
hybrid of Frank Sinatra and James Brown.
In musical terms, this latest move towards stardom got
off jo an auspicious start with the release of "Young
Americans."
While not a sensational knockout, this album
demonstrated that Bowie could bring together rock, soul
and pop stylings and create a music that was listenable and
could appeal to a number of tastes.
BOWIE"S own songwriting was effective, and he showed
an impressive flair for interpreting other composers'
material.
On the basis of this album, it seemed that Bowie's desire
to become the Sinatra of the 70's stood a chance of
fulfillment.
Unfortunately, he has dashed this impression with the
release of his latest album, "Station To Station."
Bowie's latest avowed desire is to become a filmmaker,
and it would seem that he has lost interest in music if one is
10 judge by feeling of indifference conveyed by this record.
The problems with "Station To Station" arc numerous,
but the basic problem can be seen immediately, when one
finds that there are only six cuts on the entire album.
When a performer with as little instrumental skill and
musical imagination as Bowie stretches six songs out to fill
an entire album, it is easy to assume that these songs are
going to be tattened with a lot of unnecessary filler.
fbis is certain!) the case here.
Bowie's effectiveness as a songwriter has always been in
the simple catchiness of his lyrics and the care he put into
his arrangements. If there was ever any reason for his
material 10 be carried out in length, it was because of the
superior instrumental work of his two sidemen, guitarist
Mick Ronson and pianist Mike (iarson.
BOTH OF these impressive musicians arc absent from
"Station To Station." however, and the musicians Howie
does employ do very little to justify stretching these songs
out as long as they are on the album.
The most exciting piece of instrumental work, in fact, is

Mojo Theatre to offer talent show
Mojo Theatre will present
"Third World Talent Show"
at 8 p.m. today and
tomorrow in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre.
According
to
Bill
Jackson, coordinator of the
Mojo Theatre workshop, the
program will include gospel

and vocal numbers, as well
as skits. Thirteen acts will
be presented and $50 in
prize money w'll be divided
between the top three acts,
he said.
University playwrighi-in•residence John Scott will
act as master of ceremonies
for the show, which is free

'-'-■;'

and open to the public
"Our objective is to
present
cross-cultural
theater." said Jackson.
HE ADDED THE idea for
the
talent
show was
conceived by Gladys Perry,
graduate assistant in speech
communication.

Choreography has been
arranged by Gloria Hart,
also a speech graduate
assistant.
Jackson said he credited
Furahaa Saba. instructor of
speech
communication,
with providing "practical,
spiritual
and emotional
guidance" lot the program.

one solitary, but tremendously effective drum roll provided
by drummer Dennis Davis on the last cut on side two.
Similarly. Bowie's songs, while coruaing the germs of
solid ideas, quickly degenerate because they are dragged out
too long without effectively building to dramatic climaxes
or showing any real sense of drama.
The basic songs are good. In all of them. Bowie still
shows the flair for blending pop. rock and soul that he first
displayed on "Young Americans."
In particular, his performances of "World On a Wing."
"Stay." and the only non-Bowie composition. "Wild Is the
Wind." show tremendous potential.
THEIR appearance on an album with material as lame as
the laughably absurd cut. "TVC 15," only make their brief
hints of brilliance seem unintentional
It is difficult to assess exactly what Bowie is Irving to
achieve with this album.
If he is trying to actually create interesting music, he has
tailed.
"Station To Station" may be listenable. and even
enjoyable at times, but it is as stimulating as decalfinated
coffee.
It. on the other hand. Bowie is trying to use the music
industry to finance his career in the movies, (as he has
intimated to the press) he could well have a success with
"Station To Station."
The sad thing is thai Bowie, who at times has shown
rather remarkable abilities, has produced an album that is
totally inconsequential and devoid of serious musical
achievement. It can only make one wonder if Bowie is
nothing more than the shrewd manipulate! he appeared to
be when he burst into the spotlight three years ago.

Silence urged at Hearst trial
SAN
FRANCISCO
(APt -Will Pjtrici- Hearst's
trial in secret session, her
chief
attorney
warned
yesterday that potential
jurors and reporters could
be held in contempt if they
revealed details of the
closed jury interrogations.
Two
more
tentative
jurors, including the first
male, were seated yesterday
morning as the selection
process fell far behind
schedule.
That left .'0 more persons
to be selected for the
required pool of 36 subject
to peremptory challenge
later on.

The
2 1 -year-old
newspaper heiress, who
laces a possible 3(vyear jail
sentence if convicted of
armed bank robbery, was
hidden from press and
public, but attorneys said
she
was
present
at
yesterday's session
CHIEF
DEFENSE
attorney P, Lee Bailey,
arriving lor (he second day
of jury selection, was angry
about newspaper accounts
ot comments by potential
jurors who were excused
from the panel Wednesday.
"They can't speak to you
on the way out," Bailey

"The dancingest
show in town'-

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

BRAND NEW
TWO BEDROOM APPTS.

PIZZA SUBS SPAGHETTI
1004 S. Main, Bowling Green

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL

:HUCK MANGIONEJ
>UARTET

CHECK OUR COMPLETE
APARTMENT LOCATION
SERVICE

JAZZ
SUN FEB i FOR THE

GREENBRIAR ARTS.
2 Br. Furn Apts.
RIDGE MANOR APTS.
1 & 2 Br Furn Apts
WILLOWHOUSE APTS.
1 Br. Unfurn ONLY
GREENBRIAR NORTH
1 Br & Eff Furn & Unfurn
FRAZEE AVE. APTS.
2 Br Furn Apts

8 pm
U of T
STUDENT
UNION AUD.

PEOPLE
TICKETS '4.50

A STUDENT UNION
BOARD SHOW
The Quartet has a highly
lyrical quality, very pleasing to
the ear. Chuck is both a melodic
composer
and
soloist
on
flugelhorn and on electric piano.
The time should be right for
some pretty and soft colors to
come back into jazz. If it is.
Chuck
Mangione
has
it
made.

ALSO HOMES AND
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT

Call
MAURER GREEN RENTALS
for Information
352-0717

•inca Fab. "72
- it still it!
MASONIC AUDITORIUM
4645 HEATHERDOWNS BLVD.
TOLEDO, OHIO 43610
MANAGER - MR. MOFFAT - 419/381 8851

DEADLINE

STUDIO B.

FOR INFORMATION AN') RESERVATIONS
CALL -419/381-8851
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President
Jenny Krueger
Vice President
Linda Mitchell
Pledge Trainer.
Carol Pontis
Treasurer.
Suzanne Wyatt
Recording Sec
Rinda Jones
Corresponding Sec...Kim Koerber
House Chairman
Kim Got Iron
Personnel Chr.
Wendy Dilworth
Rush Chairman
Cathie Doyle
Social Chairman
Debbee Delaney
Bookkeeper.
Sue Kaput
Asst. Bookkepper.....Janet Fox

C
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¥
¥ And Thanks to the old
¥ Officers for a Great Year ■

PI KAPPA
ALPHA
CONGRATULATES IT'S
NEW ACTIVES
JOHN KRAFT
JEDWEHR
JOHN COMPANEY
JOE CONDEN

CHRIS GALLOWAY
BOB PEEPLES
PETE MILLER
BILLKISKIN

MIKE DYE

AND IT'S PLEDGES
MIKE UNIVERSAL
TIM PEQUIGNOT
DAVE VORE
ERIC TYLER
CRAIG CHEETWOOD

BOB KOPP
MICHAEL THEIS
BILL HUGHES
JIM METSCHER
BILL CREWS

GARY TAPTICH
BOB KAASE
JACKLETSINGER
FREDMINICH
JIM MONASTRA

*•••••••••••••*"!
Is your Department participating?

* SUPERSTARS *
far

Sunday Feb 1st
ENTRY

10111. MAM. ■OWUNQ GAHN. O.

WATCH FOR

A Broadway hit

352-0717

PH. 352-7571

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 10,1976

CALL NOW FOR
RENTAL INFORMATION

PAGLIAI'S

at the end of Wednesday's
session not to speak lo
member! of the news media.
BY THE time Carter
called
a
noon recess
yesterday, only II potential
panelists
had
been
questioned, and five of
them were excused.
Johnson said he doubted
that a jury would be
empaneled
before
the
weekeri'1

10% off any Purchase with a
copy of this ad

FEATURING
1. Two Full Baths
2. New Furniture Throughout
3. New University Tennis Courts
Across the Street
4. "Only One Block from the
Towers" on Campus Location

FREE
DELIVERY

told a reporter. "They
probably will be held in
contempt if they do it
again, and the newsmen
too."
Later, insisting that his
partner Bailey was not
seeking to muzzle the press.
Albert Johnson, another of
the delense attorneys, said
that US. District Court
Judge Oliver Carter had
Instructed prospective jurors

IFYOU'WAWN'T
SEEN THE HUTCH
LATELY. YOU
HAVEN'T SEEN THE
HUTCH!

i .

PIZZA IS AN
ART AT PAGLIAfS

David Bowie

r

^^

SEE YOUR DORM OR GREEK PRESIDENT FOR DETAILS

^^

OFF Campus groups pick up
'entries at 405 Student Services

Pate 6/Tbe BG News, Friday, January 30. 1976
6 Untrue

Railroad bill awaits okay
Rare book
PORTLAND. Ore. (AP) •- Officials of the Portland
Museum of An recently recovered a rare 16th century
book belonging to the Toledo Museum of Art which had
been stolen last weekend while on loan to the west coast
museum.
No arrests have been made, police said.
The 429-year-old book, valued at $2,500. was found
undamaged in a little-used basement corridor of the
museum by Donald Jenkins, museum director.
It was in the exact location given by a man who spoke
with a receptionist.

Electric chair
NORTH PLATTE, Neb. (AP) - Erwin Charles
Simants, convicted earlier this month in the shooting
deaths of six members of a Sutherland family, was
sentenced yesterday to die in the electric chair.
Uncoln County District Court Judge Hugh Stuart
ordered Simants to be executed at 11 a.m., Wednesday,
April 21, at the Nebraska Penal Complex in Lincoln.
The Simants case drew national attention when a
judge imposed a pretrial gag order, fueling an on-going
controversy over free press and fair trial rights.
The news media was prohibited from reporting several
aspects of the case, including a confession, until after a
jury was sealed.

Campaign foul
WASHINGTON
(AP) - Rep.
James
Jones,
a
Democratic congressman from Oklahoma who once was
President Lyndon Johnson's appointments secretary,
pleaded guilty yesterday to tailing to report a $1,000 to
$2,000 campaign contribution from the Gulf Oil Corp.
The charge, brought by the special Watergate
prosecutor, is a misdemeanor and carries a maximum
penalty of one year in prison and a $1,000 fine.
U.S. District Judge William Bryant Jr. said he would
await a probation report before imposing sentence.
After his plea. Jones was asked whether he would run
again in the fall elections.
"I thoroughly enjoy public service." he said, adding
that he will run again.

Amendment

WASHINGTON
(AP) - S6.4 billion measure
to fund the creation of a
new railroad system from
the remains of seven ailing
Northeastern carriers is now
awaiting President Ford's
signature.
Final congressional action
on the bill, a compromise
with the Ford administration, came rapidly from
both the House and Senate
Wednesday.
The House approved it
first 353 to 62; the Senate
later concurred 58 to 26.
Ford
told
congressional
leaders earlier that he would
sign it.
The omnibus legislation
authroi/cs new loans to help
other railroads rebuild their
track
and
equipment,

authorizes funds to improve
passenger train service in the
Northeast
and gives all
railroads new freedom to
raise and lower freight rates.
THE BILL has four basic
provisions:
-It
authorizes
a
$2.1-billion
government
investment in a new railroad
called
(orrK.nl.
to
be
formed
by consolidating
major routes of the Penn
Central
and six smaller
railroads.
ConRail
will
operate
15,000 miles of
track in 17 states.
-•It
authorizes
$1.8 billion in loans and
loan guarantees to other
railroads
to
help
them
rebuild track and upgrade
equipment.

Cultural Affairs candidate
Editor's note: Because of a
scheduling misunderstanding, this interview of a
Coordinator
of
Public
Affairs
candidate
was
delayed.
Steven
Soenichscn,
freshman (BA). said . if
elected as Coordinator of
Cultural Affairs he would
like to use student input to
help him determine what
types
of
programs and
concerts to be held. He
would like to develop a
"well-rounded
cultural
experience" for University
students, he said.

WASHINGTON
(AP) - American
Telephone 6
Telegraph Co. filed with the Federal Communication!
Commission yesterday new rates that would Increase
charges lor about two-thuds ol oul-otstale long distance
calls.
Rates tor other interstate calls would either remain
the same or decrease Feb. 12. if approved by the FCC.
AT&T said.
It estimated the changes will increase an average
resident customer's bill by about 10 cents a month,
while the average business customer's bill will go up
about $2 a month.

flyer to Cultural
Boost
donation
cards
giving
information
about
the
concerts
and
programs
funded by the organizaiton.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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KISSINGER also said. The administration is now
seriously considering overt financial aid for Angola and we
will soon he consulting with the Congress on this
possibility." He gave no details
Meanwhile, in Moscow, the official Soviet newspaper
lAeslia said the Russian government wants an Angola
settlement based on a coalition government "of all the
patriotic forces" in the country. It did not say which
groups it considered patriotic.
The article was seen in Moscow as more conciliatory than
previous declarations on Angola.
hi Ins Statement, Kissinger repeated criticism of Congress
lot culling oil all aid to anti-Soviet groups in the
southwestern section ol Africa.

"OOfL OPEN - 1-5 DAIIV

MR CONDITIONED AND
CAS HEAT
NEW FURNITURE

Turn right off of
College Dr on 8th St.

ALSO
LEASING
NOW
SING IN

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 1515 E. WOOSTER
BUCKEYE HOUSE —
BIRCHWOOD PLACE, 649 & 650 6th ST.
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favors or large purchases.
352-7864.

Friday. January 30. 1976
Active Christians Today: Bible study 603 Clough St.
Noon.
The Way meeting Faculty Lounge, Union, 7 p.m.
Society tor Creative Anachronism organ, meeting Rm.
447 M-Sci. Bldg.. 6:30 p.m.

¥

Stud. Coun. tor Except. Child, trip to Columbus. St.
Instit. Meet by 1st ft, elevators of the Ed. Bldg. by noon.
Sunday. February 1, 1976
Duplicate Bridge Match Ohio Suite. Union. 1:30 p.m.
Open to all expet. players w/ or w/out partner.
BGSU Fin-n-Falcon Scuba Club meeting Nat. 8 p.m.

352-6236

BGSU Karate Club: Goiu-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes. 7-9 p.m.

Why
Myadec?

Jude Club practice/work-out Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30
p.m.
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St. 3
p.m. & 6 p.m.
HELP WANTED

S4.98

¥
¥
¥
¥

Babysitter needed 831 7th
Ant. 4. Hrs. Mon. & Wed.
from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.
SERVICES OFFERED

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC
111 Railroad Street

Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

Buy one at the regular price - second one for * 1.00
(must be same price or less)
choose from over 200 blouses.

BRING A FRIEND ..n
r^ SHARE THE SAVINGS
MAC
BAC

Certified teacher available
for tutoring in all English
courses, term papers; Cheap
rates: call 352-4584.

Need 1 f. rmt. 4 nice apt.
ownrm. 352-1938.
Someone to subl. 1 bdrm.
furn. apt. all util. inc. $185
mo. Apt. 241 Greenview;
3521195.
1 f. rmmt. to share apt.;
own unfurn. rm. $93/mo.
after 6; 352-2871. Laura.
Spr. Qtr.
1 f. needed to sublet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.

Experienced typist. Theses,
manuscripts. 352-6882.

PERSONALS

Expert typing,
352-7305.

reasonable.

VOTE IFO. The Party that's
interested for others.

COLOR
PORTRAITS.
CALL HAGER STUDIO'S.

Alpha XI Delta Pledges:
Quit sneaking around! Love.
The Sisters.

Violin lessons for beginner
students. Call Pat. 2-3814.
after 10 p.m.
■WANTED
1 m. rmmt. now & spr. qtr.
Univ. Vil. 352-7267.
1 m. rmte. needed; move in
immed. 1 blk. from campus.
$67/mo. 352-4307.
2 t. rmmte. needed to sublet
apt.
spr.
qtr.
Campus
Manor. Call 352-6437. eves.
1 or 2 to subl. 1 bdrm. apt.,
Green view.
$150/mo. all
utll. and cable.
Inquire
No.43 Green view after 4:30
p.m. Must subl. by Feb. 7.

VOTE
MARIO
SANSOTTA. Cord. Cultural
Affairs.
VOTE - MARK KERNS
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
THE BOARD.

Chevy Sport-Van - 67 w/ 71
Corvette
engine.
Good
running cond. Mike or Glen
352 2831.
•74 Austin Marina GT 2 dr.
Orange 4 sp.
29 MPG.
AM-FM. Excel. Cond. Ph.
352-7694. 4 p.m.-lO p.m.
Must sell. $2,400.

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

Saturday. January 31. 1976

Active Christians Today worship service Co-mons NE
cafe. 10:30 a.m.

1.00 BLOUSE
BONUS
(FRI-SAT only)

525 Ridge St.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

s

j/,e powder Puff

mm CLaSSIFIED «•»

Monday. February 2, 1976

¥
¥
AND 2 bedroom, efficiency and Houses
¥
¥
FURNISHED A UNFURNISHED
¥
¥
Losing office
Phono 352-9378
¥
¥
at Cherrywood Club - 8th ft High St.
^••••••••••••••••••••••*

Park in our lot
while shopping

ramon wmi

51
reedy
52 Auswana

Organization (UAO) and
Cultural Boost have two
different interests. UAO has
the funds to bring in major
concerts and speakers and
Cultural Boost's purpose is
to bring up and coming
groups to the campus, he
added.

He told a Senate subcommittee studying Angola that "I
am not saying we will police every area in the world...but
wherever the Soviet Union moves hostilely, we must
commit ouiselves."

1 BEDROOM APTS
ONLY. FURNISHED REC. BLDG
WITH INDOOR POOL FIREPLACE
POOL TABLE PING PONG
FOR YOUR FUN AND LEISURE

HIM

ANSWER TO

JS,
«[i 11 MS:
TVT . uw^r
I 0 SBH 9 >i (

21 Clova
knot
23 Satellite of
Uranua
25 He profitable
26 Eastern title

■3

» Western ma-vie
prope
3* Noted plume
on sir
40 Batting th* ball
out of the pork
41 Famtlv i
43 Nautical pan
4ft Hurls

WASHINGTON
(AP) Secretary
of State
Henry
KtangM yesterday outlined an intensified hard line
anti-Soviet foreign policy, saying the United States must be
prepared to react against any massive Russian adventure.

LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

=

The most substantial of
those changes will be to give
railroads new freedom to
raise
and
lower
fares
without prior government
approval.
This is designed to allow
them to compete more
evenly
with
forms of
transportation not regulated
by the government.

22 Ruehabout
24 North Amen,
can bud
24 Bristol's river
29 Nino's ralaUva
30 Sha GOT
SI Acquit*
32 Call

11 Wnatbeataa
12 Fishing
equipment
13 OMErujush

46 Filament
49 Car peart
50
Springs
battle of 1761

Anti-Soviet policy

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. *

■
1 1

-It substantially changes
the Interstate Commerce
Commission's regulation of
the railroads.

30 Eitinct Europan n boon

33 Port on the Gulf
o( Aquabe
37 —- flilk
40 VlPbachalage
42 Love, m Ha«au
43 Respirator.
ailment
44 Finish
45 Hamilton a
pro*
47 Atom olei tort
4* Soquoia

Han
B.amart.
But GOT
Moduleue*
Well-known

S o e n ichscn
said
University
Activities
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*

PnOi

He propsocs attaching a

"I believe we must discourage the view that the Soviet
Union can move anywhere it wants without serious risk."
Kissinger said.

Phone rates

m

--It
authorizes
$1.85 billion in grants to
upgrade passenger service.
Most of this money will be
used
to rebuild badly
deteriorated track between
Washington and Boston.

IWl lOl •MOIIfl I

ACR06S
I Pedro s friend
6 DC gp
10 More than 1S50
yean ago Rom
14 Ulan
I* Verbena, (or
OH
16 Thin, a* air
17 Nflh«rUr>de)
town
IB Man a
nickname
19 Mountain

27
26
34
U
36

9 CerUir storks
of art
10 17ihceni
Purvun

outlined by Kissinger

COLUMBUS (AP)--Senators completed legislative
action yesterday and placed a constitutional amendment
allowing Ohio's governor and lieutenant governor to be
elected as a team on the June primary ballot.
They also added their approval to an emergency
House bill aimed at saving Cleveland's Metropolitan
General Hospital about $800,000 this yeai on medical
malpractice insurance. It went 10 Gov. James Rhodes.

Eiqhth Street

1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Best of luck to the ADPi's
with Winter
Rush.
The
DZ's.
Best of Luck to the ADPi's The DG's.
LIKE COUNTRY MUSIC?
Listen
to
"COUNTRY
MUSIC, U.S.A." with Jon
Hartley Fox every Sunday
night at 6:30 on WBGU-FM,
88.1. February 1 - Bob Wills
and the Texas Playboys.
Listen.
AMERICAN
INDIAN
JEWELRY
SHOWINGS.
Call for information for a
presentation for your dorm,
sorority or shop. Wholesale
discounts
available
tor

Facione Tax
Preparation
Service. 5 years professional
experience,
specialize
in
individual
returns
(or
professors
and
other
professionals, for appt, call
352-9388 eve. or weekends.
Don't forget to order a
flower for your sweetie
from Alpha Lambda Delta.
Valentine's Day is coming
soon!
New Orleans and Bourbon
St. or Bust the Delts will be
there Smiley, Blade. Eddie
SKI BOYNE with the ski
club Feb. 20-22. Deposits
due Feb. 4th.
ADPi's: Good luck n your
winter rush! The Kappa
Delts.
Senator Robert Byrd is a
TEKE-Why aren't you?
VOTE IFO. The Party that's
interested for others.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm furn. apt. for spr.
qtr. All util. & cable incl.
352-1186.
2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED, A-C, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER ,
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY. NEAR
CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
•2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT •
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.
Effec. apt. for 1 or 2. to
sublease spr. qtr. at Thurstin
Manor, 352 6106.
House 1 blk. from camptfs
sub. for sum. 352-4307.

FOR SALE
EPI
201
Speakers
(2)
perfect cond. Still under
warranty. $300. 878-4646.
70 VW No Rust. 32 MPG.
Best
offer
over
$800.
2-4734.
Sun Lamp w/ stand. New.
$12. 372-5975.
Custom pool cue. 19 oz.
excel, cond. 372-4340.
RCA Mark series stereo;
speakers,
turntable,
and
receiver. 352-7781.
FREE macrame with any
hanging
plant.
FREE
Kissinger Plant with any
purchase in store. Many
standing plants on special
this week only. Rain Forest
190F
S.
Main
in
the
MiniMall.
4 slot disc chrome mag
wheels.
Mint
condition.
4/$80. 352-1218.
Ease your midwinter blues.
The Plant Lady has a sale on
that would cheer up any
plant lover! Plants. Hangers.
Pots. Books. 102W N. Main.
10-6 MS. till 9 on Fri.

Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer rates. Fall rates'
from $80/mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas.
heat & A/C. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
2 rms. for rent, w/ extra
features, m. only. For info,
call 352-6000.
Buff Apts. 1 blk. from
campus. Renting now and
for next yr. Call Bill Stoner,
352-2915.
Greenview
Apts.
now
ranting 1 and 2 bdrm. apts.
low rates, all util. pd.
352-1195. 12-6 p.m.
520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apts. furn. air 280/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
furn.
al*. .
270/mo.
plus
util. Call
353-7381.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.
352-1800 or 352-4671.
—
Ei

«..
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The spirit Booth's bullet did not kill'
By Mary Zitdlo
and Charlct Eckstein

The people walking or
driving past the White
House on a warm Sunday
afternoon in Washington.
D.C. last No vein he i seemed
to be wandering aimlessly.
lost in their own thoughts.
Perhaps they were just
enjoying
the
Indian
Summer. Or perhaps they
were some of the throngs of
"weekenders" wanting to
catch a final glimpse of the
! minsion
at
1600
! Pennsylvania Ave. before
j going home. Whatever the
• reason or wherever they
• were going, most of them
• stopped abruptly when they
**saw Arthur Johnson.
v Some
stared
in
r-amazement. others waved
excitedly, and many people
in cars pulled over. Possibly
someone jumped out to
snap his picture.
NONE OF this fazed
Johnson, for he naturally
turns heads wherever he
,'goes. Johnson, with his
i; black
beard.
sunken
[cheekbones.
bushy
I eyebrows, string, tie, navy
i frock coat and stove-pipe
1 hat is the spittin' image of
i.Abraham Lincoln.
"I call myself "the spirit
; that Booth's bullet did not
; kill.'" says the 82-year-old
! living legend. "I was only
! half-killed at Ford Theater."
Formerly a practicing
] attorney in San Jose. Calif.

for 30 years. Johnson says
he began his Lincoln look
seven years ago when a
teller at a San Jose bank
suggested "out of the blue"
that he would look like
Lincoln if he grew a beard
"IT WAS the magic beard
that got me on the national
scene." he says, smiling
'Yd rather look like Lincoln
than
anyone
in
the
country."
Calling
Lincoln
his
"patron saint." Johnson
seems to resemble the loth
President in other Ways. He
lives simply in northwest
Washington in a small room
at the YMCA containing
only a dresser, a bed. a
closet, a desk, a typewriter,
a hot plate and a small
refrigerator
But
the
walls
of
Johnson's room would rival
those
of any
college
student's. Colorful posters
and pictures of Lincoln,
yellowed clippings from
newspapers and magazines
depicting animals, families
and beauty queens, and
postcards of major lltet
surround an American flag.
Johnson calls the collage
"America the Beautiful."
because he says it lepicsents
contributions to society
from Americans from all
walks of life.
LINCOLN drew attention
everywhere he went and Ins
look-alike can claim the
same. Johnson has been on

talk shows and the subject
of articles in publications
nationwide.
He
is
a
photographer's delight at
the
monuments
in
Washington, especially at
the Lincoln Memorial, and
has been called "the most
photographed person in
America."
Everywhere the 6-foot
I in,.'In double travels, he is
showered with cries of "Hi.
Abe." and "What do you
say. Abe'.'" But it is the
reactions of children which
excite him most-"The most
heartwarming thing is the
little hands waving to me."
Johnson passes out shiny
Lincoln pennies to almost
everyone he meets as
initiation to his "Lincoln
Aide" club He has given
away more than $1,600.
explaining
that
"the
government specially mints
these coins for me-they
even put my picture on
them."
THE RECIPIENT of a
penny is instructed to smell
it became Johnson says it is
perfumed. Then he chuckles
and says. "Get the scent?"
ile says he has pulled the
trick on all the "big-shots,"
and that they all fell for it.
Johnson
has
been
involved in the political
process since he received his
law degree from Stanford
Uruwrsity in I'M8. It was
the catalyst, he says, for his
public affairs career and
gave him the knowledge and

i \m nm
■ r -« » « •-."-<■

fortitude to father more
than 300 statutes on the
California law books.
For these and other
governmental achievements
he proudly quotes a letter
from Earl Warren in which
the former Supreme Court
Chief Justice refers to
Johnson
as "America's
Edison of Government."
HOWEVER.
Johnson
says his most important task
is still ahead of him. He
wants to form a "youth
nation" comprised of the
country's students to fight
the use of illegal drugs,
violence and atheism on
campuses
and.
most
importantly, to train them
in
the
operation
of
government. The man who
looks like the "Great
Emancipator" says he can
accomplish this by forming
a "Student
States of
America" with student
officials elected by their
peers
"from all
over
campusland "
Through
student
donations. Johnson said he
hopes to raise $20 million
for
various
projects,
including the construction
of a smaller version of the
"adult
nation's" While
House, which would also be
located In Washington and
serve
as
the
"youth
nation's" capital and main
training center for practical
participation
in
democracy."
Other Johnson projects
include
establishing
a
college
for
government
training. a
Bicemirmial
festival for "youth nation"
members, and the erection
of two "Uncle Sam"
statues-composites of "our
three greatest presidents,
with Washington's fatherly
brow,
Jefferson's
liberty-loving eyes
and
Lincoln's firm jaw."
He has compiled his ideas
in
a
"Youth
Nation
Enabling Act" and regularly
'a'TTflTTfitr " tri
toh&y
Congressional staff aides in
an effort to have his bill
introduced
in
the
Legislature.
Johnson
confidently states he will
soon find congressmen who
will agree that his bill is
indeed the antidote for
many of the country's ills.
MEANWHILE.
journeying through the
long, hallowed halls of the
Congressional
office
buildings or elsewhere on
Capitol Hill, Johnson will
continue to gather crowds.
just as Lincoln did more
than 100 years ago.
One historian says of
Lincoln. "Does his gentle
spirit...still
guide
the
American people although
he has departed in the flesh?
Is he still alive in the hearts
and minds of those who
follow in his footsteps?"
At least some people
think Johnson may be the
modern
Lincoln.
One
woman, on that November
Sunday, rushed her young
son to Arthur Johnson and
asked. "Can we shake an
honest man's hand?"
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Roil rood bill awaits okay

IH-\%'SIIO.€»S
Rare book
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) •- Officials of the Portland
Museum of Art recently recovered a rare 16th century
book belonging to the Toledo Museum of Art which had
been stolen last weekend while on loan to the west coast
museum.
Noirrests have been made, police said.
The 429-year-old book, valued at $2,500, was found
undamaged in a little-used basement corridor of the
museum by Donald Jenkins, museum director.
It was in the exact location given by a man who spoke
with a receptionist.

Electric chair
NORTH
PLATTK.
Neb.
(AP) - Erwin
Charles
Simants, convicted earlier this month in ihe shooting
deaths of six members of a Sutherland family, was
sentenced yesterday to die in ihe electric chair.
Lincoln ("ounly District Court Judge Hugh Stuart
ordered Simants to be executed at 11 a.m., Wednesday,
April 21, at the Nebraska Penal Complex in Lincoln.
The Simants case drew national altention when a
judge imposed a prctrial gag order, fueling an on-going
controversy over free press and fair trial rights.
The news media was prohibited from reporting several
aspects of the case, including a confession, until after a
jury was sealed.

Campaign foul
WASHINGTON
(AP)» Rep.
James
Jones,
a
Democratic congressman from Oklahoma who once was
President Lyndon Johnson's appointments secretary,
pleaded guilty yesterday to failing lorepori a SI,000 to
$2,000 campaign contribution from the Gulf Oil Corp.
The charge, brought hy the special Watergate
prosecutor, is a misdemeanor and carries a maximum
penalty of one year in prison and a $1.000 fine.
U.S. District Judge William Bryant Jr. said lie would
await a probation report before imposing sentence.
After his plea. Jones was asked whether he would run
again in the fall elections.
"I thoroughly enjoy public service." he said, adding
that he will run again.

WASHINGTON
(AP) - $6.4 billion measure
to fund the creation of a
new railroad system from
the remains of seven ailing
Northeastern carriers is now
awaiting President Ford's
signature.
Final congressional action
on the bill, a compromise
with the Ford administration, came rapidly from
both the House and Senate
Wednesday.
The House approved it
first 353 to 62: the Senate
later concurred 5X to 26.
Ford
told
congressional
leaders earlier thai he would
sign il.
The omnibus legislation
authroi/es new loans to help
other railroads rebuild their
track
and
equipment.

authorizes funds to improve
passenger train service in the
Northeast
and gives all
railroads new freedom to
raise and lower freight rates.
THE BILL has four basic
provisions:
--It
authorizes
a
$2.1-billion
government
investment in a new railroad
called
ConRail.
to
be
formed
by consolidating
major routes of the Penn
Central
and
six smaller
railroads.
ConRail
will
operate 15.000 miles of
track in 17 states.
--It
authorizes
SI.8 billion in loans and
loan guarantees to other
railroads
to
help
them
rebuild track and upgrade
equipment.

Cultural Affairs candidate
Editor's note: Because of a
scheduling misunderstanding, this interview of a
Coordinator
of
PuNic
Affairs
candidate
was
delayed.
Steven
Soenichsen.
freshman (BA). said
if
elected as Coordinator of
Cultural Affairs ho would
like lo use student input to
help him determine what
types
of programs and
concerts to be held. He
would like lo develop a
"well-rounded
cultural
experience" for University
students, he said.

He propsoes attaching a
dyer to Cultural
Boost
donation
cards
giving
information
about
the
concerts
and
programs
funded by the organizaiton.

COLUMBUS (AP)--Senators completed legislative
action yeslerday and placed a constitutional amendment
allowing Ohio's governor and lieutenant governor to be

WASHINGTON
(AP) - Secretary
of State
Henry
Kissinger yesterday outlined an intensified hard line
anti-Soviet foreign policy, saying the United States must be
prepared to react against any massive Russian adventure.
He told a Senate subcommittee Studying Angola that "I

elected as a team on the June primary ballot.
They also added their approval to an emergency
House bill aimed at saving Cleveland's Metropolitan
General Hospital about $800,000 this year on medical
malpractice insurance. It went to Gov. James Rhodes.

am not saying we will police every area in the world...but
wherever ihe Soviet Union moves hoslilely. we must
commit ourselves."

Phone rates

Union can move anywhere it wants without serious risk."
Kissinger, said.

ihe changes will increase an average

resident customer's bill by aboul 10 cents a month,
while the average business customer's bill will go up
about $2 a month.

KISSINGER also said. "Ihe administration is now
Seriously considering overt financial aid for Angola and we
will soon he consulting with die Congress on this
possibility." He gave no details
Meanwhile, in Moscow. Ihe official Soviet newspaper
lAeslia said the Russian government wants an Angola
settlement based on a coalition government "of all the
patriotic foices" in the country. Il did not say which
groups it considered patriotic,
The article was seen in Moscow as more conciliatory than
previous declarations on Angola.
In his Statement, Kissinger repeated criticism of Congress
for culling off all aid to anti-Soviet groups in the
southwestern section of Africa.

••••••••••••••*•••••••••
| PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. *
LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
MODEL OPEN — 1-5 DAILY

-It substantially changes
the
Interstate Commerce
Commission's regulation of
the railroads.

approval.
This is designed to allow
them to compete more
evenly
with
forms
of
transportation not regulated
by the government.
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46 Filament
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61 Neptnne ■
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1 Diplomat Eben
2 Nameone Japanese ■hip
3 Road to Rome
4 Chineae
warehouee
5 SpmachUke
plant
6 Plot
7 Partofa Middle
Eart menage

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
&NNY,ICANTTW.WU
HCMU MUCH HJNI HAP AT
DINNER LAST NT6HV THIS IS
ONE TEPRIFIC MAN- FKOM OUT
0FN0WE&.A

if7HE&S ANYMN6 UXCN6UtTH
HIM, ITS THAT HE% TOO 60OPTO

euevB! turn DOWN THE MA&C
CHECKLIST AND iVSALl THESEBRILLIANCE, MiARE

Dim*HSYMONCt? 04TUST, *HXT%
(
CM*.
TNATON
MYNOser/

MB*./
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AIR CONDITIONS) AND

GAS III M

NEW FURNITURE
Turn right off of
S. College Dr on 8fh SI.

ALSO
LEASI
.IMG INOW
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. WOOSTER
BUCKEYE HOUSE —
BIRCHWOOD PLACE, 649 & 650 6th ST.

naap
CAMPUS CALENDAR

favors or
352-7864.

E.M.P.A.

Active Christians Today: Bible study 603 Clougn St.
Noon.
The Way meeting Faculty Lounge. Union. 7 ».m.
Society tor Creative Anachronism organ, meeting Ftm.
447 M-Sci. Bldg. 6:30 p.m.

Stud. Coun. for Except. Child, trip to Columbus. St.
Instit. Meet by 1st II. elevators of the Ed. Bldg. by noon.
Sunday. February 1. 1976

BGSU Fin-n-Falcon Scuba Club meeting Nat. 8 p.m.
Active Christians Today worship service Co-mons NE
cafe. 10:30 a.m.

352-6236

BGSU Karate Club: Go|U-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes, 7-9 p.m.

Jude Club practice/work-out Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30

t¥

Why
Myadec?

¥
AND 2 bedroom, efficiency and Houses
¥
¥
FURNISH! ) & UNFURNISHED
¥
¥
phon
Latin* Offlc
* 352-9378
¥
¥
at Cherrywood Club • 8th & High St.
*••••••••••••••••••••••*

Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St. 3
p.m. & 6 p.m.
HELP WANTED
Babysitter needed 831 7th
Apt. 4. Hrs. Mon. & Wed.
from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. trom 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.

¥

t¥

p.m.

S4.98

SERVICES OFFERED

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC.
111 Railroad Street
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

1.00 BLOUSE
BOISSUS
(FRI-SAT only)
Buy one at the regular price - second one for * 1.00
(must be same price or less)
choose from over 200 blouses.

BRING A FRIEND ^0
^ SHARE THE SAVINGS
Park In our lot
The
Powder Puff
MAC
while shopping
BAC
525 Ridge St.

Certified teacher available
for tutoring in all English
courses, term papers: Cheap
rates: call 352-4584.

Need 1 f. rmt. 4 nice apt.
own rm. 352-1938.
Someone to subl. 1 bdrm.
furn. apt. all util. inc. $185
mo. Apt. 241 Greenview:
352-1195
1 f. rmmt. to share apt.:
own unfurn. rm. $93/mo.
after 6: 352-2871. Laura.
Spr. Qtr.
1 f. needed to sublet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.

Experienced typist. Theses,
manuscripts. 352-6882.

PERSONALS

Expert typing,
352-7305.

reasonable.

VOTE IFO. The Party that's
interested for others.

COLOR
PORTRAITS.
CALL HAGER STUDIO'S.

Alpha XI Delta Pledges:
Quit sneaking around! Love.
The Sisters.

Violin lessons for beginner
students. Call Pat, 2-3814,
after 10 p.m.
WANTED
1 m, rmmt. now & spr. qtr.
Univ. Vil. 352-7267.
1 m. rmte. needed; move in
immed. 1 blk. from campus.
$67/mo. 352-4307.
2 t. rmmte. needed to sublet
apt.
spr.
qtr.
Campus
Manor. Call 352-6437. eves.
1 or 2 to subl. 1 bdrm. apt.,
Green view. $150/mo.
all
ut il. and cable.
Inquire
No.43 Greenview after 4:30
p.m. Must subl. by Feb. 7.

VOTE
MARIO
SANSOTTA. Cord. Cultural
Affairs.
VOTE - MARK KERNS
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
THE BOARD.

"■

T^

Chevy Sport-Van -'67 w/ 71
Corvette
engine.
Good
running cond. Mike oi Glen
352-2831.
'74 Austin Manna GT 2 dr.
Orange 4 sp. 29 MPG.
AM-FM. Excel. Cond. Ph.
352-7694. 4 p.m.-lO p.m.
Must sell. $2,400.

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

Saturday, January 31. 1976

Monday, February 2, 1976

¥

■

large purchases.

Friday. January 30. 1976

EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

ONLY FURNISHED REC BLDG
MTH INDOOR POOL FIREPLACE
POOL TABLE. PING PONG
FOR YOUR FUN AND LEISURE

$

16 Thin. •■ air
17 Nrth.rl.nd*
town
15 Man ■
nickname
19 Mountain
Prefui
20 Eaunct European btaon
22 Rush about
24 North Amerv
unbtrd
26 Brmol invK
29 Nino • relative
30 Sba Car

37
talk
40 VIPbetkeuige
42 Low in Hawaii
43 Reepiratory
ailment
44 Firu.h
45 Hamilton a
prov
47 Atom of aaort
4- Sequoia
49 Take the cake
PttraM
54 Newjerwy
uru voraity
55 Ruler
59 Island off
AWeka
•0 Bone PrafU
63 Be lair
63 Femout banker
64 Think old etyle
66 Greytah ehade
66 Sheap
67 Hindrance
66 Rer.lv aeon
auto

Duplicate Bridge Match Ohio Suite. Union. 1:30 p.m.
Open to all e»per. players w/ or w/out partner.

2 BEDROOM APTS

*

SI.85 billion in grants to
upgrade passenger service.
Most of this money will be
used
to
rebuild
badly
deteriorated track between
Washington and Boston.

"I believe we must discourage the view lhat the Soviet

WASHINGTON
(AP) - American
Telephone
&
Telegraph Co. filed with the Federal Communication!
Commission yesterday new rales thai would Iticrcsae
charges for about two-thirds of out-of-slale long distance
calls.
Rales for other interstate calls would eilher remain
the same or decrease Feb. 12. if approved hy ihe FCC.

I r#oro • fnerso
6 DC fp
10 Mora (hart 1550
year* ego Rom
14 L'lan
I :> Verbena (or

authorizes

The most substantial of
those changes will be to give
railroads new freedom to
raise
and
lower
fares
without prior government

33 Port OB the Gulf
of Aqua be

27 Hat trimming
2S Biemert.

Anti-Soviet policy
outlined by Kissinger

¥

--It

ACROSS

6 Untrue
9 Certoir worfca
af art

Soenichsen
said
University
Activities
Organization (UAO) and
Cull ural Boost have two
different interests. UAO has
the funds to bring in major
concerts and speakers and
Cultural Boost's purpose is
to bring up and coming
groups lo the campus, he
added

Amendment

AT&T said.
It estimated

i

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
!•') lOl UeGflfl

Best of luck to the ADPi's
with
Winter
Rush.
The
DZ's.
Best of Luck to the ADPi's The DG's.
LIKE COUNTRY MUSIC?
Listen
to
"COUNTRY
MUSIC, U.S.A." with Jon
Hartley Fox every Sunday
night at 6:30 on WBGU-FM.
88.1. February 1 - Bob Wills
and the Texas Playboys.
Listen.
AMERICAN
INDIAN
JEWELRY
SHOWINGS.
Call for information for a
presentation for your dorm,
sorority or shop. Wholesale
discounts
available
for

Facione Tax
Preparation
Service, 5 years professional
experience,
specialize
in
individual
returns
for
professors
and
other
professionals, for appt. call
352-9388 eve. or weekends.
Don't forget to order a
flower for your sweetie
from Alpha Lambda Delta.
Valentine's Day is coming
soon!
New Orleans and Bourbon
St. or Bust the Deits will be
there Smiley. Blade, Eddie
SKI BOYNE with the ski
club Feb. 20-22. Deposits
due Feb. 4th.
ADPi's: Good luck n your
winter rush! The Kappa
Delts.
Senator Robert Byrd is a
TEKE-Why aren't you?
VOTE IFO. The Party that's
interested for others.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. furn. apt. for spr.
qtr. All util. & cable incl.
352-1186.
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED. A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC, $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY. NEAR
CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
•2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. AC, FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.
Effec. apt. for 1 or 2. to
sublease spr. qtr. at Thurstin
Manor. 352-6106.
House 1 blk. from camptfs
sub. for sum. 352-4307.

FOR SALE
EPI
201
Speakers
(2)
perfect cond. Still under
warranty. $300. 878-4646.
70 VW No Rust. 32 MPG.
Best
offer
over
$800.
2-4 734.
Sun Lamp w/ stand. New.
$12,372-5975.
Custom pool cue. 19 oa.
excel, cond. 372-4340.
RCA Mark series stereo;
speakers,
turntable,
and
receiver. 352-7781.
FREE macrame with any
hanging
plant.
FREE
Kissinger Plant with any
purchase in store. Many
standing plants on special
this week only. Rain Forest
190F
S.
Main
in
the
MiniMall.
4 slot disc chrome mag
wheels.
Mint
condition.
4/$80. 352-1218.
Ease your midwinter blues.
The Plant Lady has a sale on
that would cheer up any
plant lover! Plants, Hangers.
Pots. Books. 102V, N. Main.
10-6 M-S, till 9 on Fri.

Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Special
summer
rates. Fall rates'
from $80/mo. up. All util.
pd. except electric. Gas,
heat & A/C. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
Lrge. 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365.
2 rms. for rent, w/ extra
features, m. only. For into.
call 352-6000.
Buff Apts. 1 blk. from
campus. Renting now and
for next yr. Call Bill Stoner.
352-2915.
Greenview
Apts.
now
renting 1 and 2 bdrm. apts.
low rates, all util. pd.
352-1195. 12-6 p.m.
—^—

.i

520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apts. turn, air 280/mlg.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.
525 N. Enterprise large '2
bed
duplex
furn.
aft. .
270/mo.
plus
util. Call
353-7381.
STUDENT APARTMENTl
352-1800 or 352-4671.
ti
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The spirit Booth's bullet did not kill'
By Mary Ziteilo
and Charles Eckstein

for 30 years. Johnson says
he began his Lincoln look
seven years ago when a
teller at a San Jose bank
suggested "out of the blue"
that he would look like
Lincoln if he grew a beard.

The people walking or
I driving past the White
House on a warm Sunday
afternoon in Washington.
D.C. last November seemed
to be wandering aimlessly.
"IT WAS the magic beard
lost in.their own thoughts.
that got me on the national
Perhaps they were just
scene." he says, smiling.
enjoying
the
Indian © "I'd rather look like Lincoln
Summer. Or perhaps they
than
anyone
in
the
were some of the throngs of
country."
"weekenders" wanting to
Calling
Lincoln
his
catch a final glimpse of the
"patron saint." Johnson
miniion
at
1600
seems to resemble the Kith
1 Pennsylvania Ave. before
President in other Ways. He
I going home. Whatever the
lives simply in northwest
j reason or wherever they
Washington in a small room
• :were going, most of them
at the YMCA containing
• stopped abruptly when they
only a dresser. ,i bed. a
"saw Arthur Johnson.
closet, a desk, a typewriter,
'• Some
stared
in
a hot plate and a small
r-amazement. others waved
refrigerator.
excitedly, and many people
But
the
walls
of
in cars pulled over. Possibly
Johnson's room would rival
someone jumped out to
those
of any college
snap his picture.
student's. Colorful posters
and pictures of Lincoln,
NONE OF this fazed
yellowed clippings from
i Johnson, for he natural!)
newspapers and magazines
j turns heads wherever he
depicting animals, families
{.'goes. Johnson, with his
and beauty queens, and
j; black
beatd.
sunken
postcards of major sites
['cheekbones.
bushy
surround an American (lag.
I eyebrows, stnng. tie. navy
Johnson calls the collage
! frock coat and stove-pipe
"America the Beautiful."
j hat is the spittin' image of
because he says it represents
!.Abraham Lincoln.
contributions to societ>
"I call myself 'the spirit
from Americans from all
; that Booth's bullet did not
walks of life
i kill." " says the 82-year-old
LINCOLN drew attention
i living legend. "I was only
i half-killed at Ford Theater." everywhere he WMI and his
Formerly a practicing look-alike can claim the
same Johnson ha>. been 00
I attorney in San Jose. Calif.

I !■ !■

ic

talk shows and the subject
of articles in publications
nationwide.
He
is
a
photographer's delight at
the
monuments
in
Washington, especially at
the Lincoln Memorial, and
has been called "the most
photographed person in
America."
Everywhere the 6-foot
Lincoln double travels, he is
showered with cries of "Hi,
Abe." and "What do you
say, Abe?" But it is the
reactions of children which
excite him most-"The most
heartwarming thing is the
little hands waving to me."
Johnson passes out shiny
Lincoln pennies to almost
everyone he meets as
initiation to his "Lincoln
Aide" club. He has given
away more than $1,600.
explaining
that
"the
government specially mints
these coins for me--they
oven put my picture on
them."
THE RECIPIENT of a
penny is instructed to smell
it because Johnson says it is
peifumed. Then he chuckles
and says. "Get the scent'1"
He says he has pulled the
trick on all the "big-shots,"
and that they all fell for it.
Johnson
has
been
involved in the political
process since he received his
law degree from Stanford
University in 1918. It was
the catalyst, he says, for his
public affairs career and
gave him the knowledge and

mm-3

fortitude to father more
than 300 statutes on the
California law books.
For these and other
governmental achievements
he proudly quotes a letter
from Earl Warren in which
the former Supreme Court
Chief Justice refers to
Johnson
as "America's
Edison of Government."
HOWEVER.
Johnson
says his most important task
is still ahead of him. He
wants to form a "youth
nation" comprised of the
country's students to fight
the use of illegal drugs,
violence 3nd atheism on
campuses
and.
most
importantly, to train them
in
the
operation
of
government. The man who
looks like the "Great
Emancipator" says he can
accomplish this by forming
a "Student
States of
America" with student
officials elected by then
peers
"from all
over
campusland."
Through
student
donations. Johnson said he
hopes to raise $20 million
for
various
projects,
including the construction
of a smaller version of the
"adult
nation's" White
House, which would also be
located in Washington and
serve
as
the
"youth
nation's" capital and mam
training center foi practical
participation
in
democracy."
Other Johnson projects
include
establishing
a
college
for
government
training.
a
Bicentinnial
festival for "youth nation"
members, and the erection
of two "Uncle Sam"
statues-composites of "our
three greatest presidents,
with Washington's fatherly
brow,
Jefferson's
liberty-loving
eyes
and
Lincoln's firm jaw."
He has compiled his ideas
in a
"Youth
Nation
Enabling Act" and regularly
a'tfffltptr'' ' to
Inhtty
Congressional staff aides in
an effort to have his hill
introduced
in
the
Legislature.
Johnson
confidently slates he will
soon find congressmen who
will agree that his hill is
indeed the antidote for
many of the country's ills.
MEANWHILE.
journeying
through the
long, hallowed halls of the
Congressional
office
buildings or elsewhere on
Capitol Hill. Johnson will
continue to gather crowds,
just as Lincoln did more
than 100 years ago.
One historian says of
Lincoln. "Does his gentle
spirit...still
guide
the
American people although
he has departed in the flesh?
Is he still alive in the hearts
and minds of those who
follow in his footsteps?"
At least some people
think Johnson may be the
modern
Lincoln.
One
woman, on that November
Sunday, rushed her young
son to Arthur Johnson and
asked, "Can we shake an
honest man's hand?"

Newsphotos
by
Kathryn
Murray

Dilemma

Hipsher's Injury depletes cage corps
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

Pal Haley walked onto
the
Anderson
Arena
hardwood
yesterday to
commence his squad's daily
practice and a sour look
crossed his face.
The
scene
that
confronted the BG coach
wasn't
a
particularly
pleasing one.
Ten players. . .count 'em.
. .showed up for the training
session
following
the
previous evening's 101-66
romp over Cleveland State.
Sad fact of the matter is
that the Falcons will have to
make do with those ten for
the rest of the season.
Junior starter Dan Hipsher
has been lost for the
remainder of the campaign
with a broken foot.
"HE WAS our third
leading scorer, one of our

best outside shooters and he
was doing the job for ui,"
Haley said of Hipsher, who
went down in the first half
of the Cleveland State game.
"We're very thin to begin
with and this is just one
more Wow for us," he
added.
The blow came as the
locals were raising their
overall record to 8-8 and
were preparing themselves
for
a
Mid-American
Con ference
( MAC )
encounter with Ball State
University (BSU).
BG will travel to Muncie.
Ind. tomorrow to put its 4-3
league mark on the line
against coach Jim Holstein's
Cardinals, 6-9 overall and
1-6 in loop outings.
Tip-off is set for 7:30
p.m. and local radio station
WAWR
(93.5
FM)
will provide live coverage.
THE TASK of replacing

Hipsher's 10.5 points per
game and sometimes deadly
perimeter shooting will fall
to a pair of sophomores,
Jim Feckley and Chuckie
James.
Haley was undecided
yesterday
about
which
individual would answer the
starting call tomorrow, but
admitted that both will see
plenty of playing time.
"We're gonna miss 'Hip'
but we'll just have to keep
piaying our game and try to
keep winning," James said
yesterday. "For me, I don't
feel any pressure. I know
that 111 probably be playing
more, so now I know that I
can be at ease while
playing."
James is coming off a
12-point
performance
against Cleveland State in
which he found the range
on six of eight fielders.
"I know I can shoot." the
6-4 junior college transfer

said. "I feel more confident,
more comfortable now."
FECKLEY, originally a
walk-on last winter and who
has seen less action than
James so far this year, tied
an Anderson Arena record
Wednesday
night
by
chalking up 13 assists
against the Vikings.
"I get more fun out of
good passes some times than
I do from scoring," Feckley
admitted. "But I do feel I
should score more.
"I haven't been hitting
the last couple of games."
said the Genoa native,
normally a good shooter. "I
missed a couple in the
Toledo game and wouldn't
shoot anymore, but coach
(Haley) told me that if I get
the shots. I've got to take
them."
If
there's
any
consequence to Hipsher's
injury, it means Tommy

Harris will now become the
Falcons' big guard with
James and Feckley assuming
the point man role.
The move ought to
benefit Harris, currently the
MAC'S second best scorer
with a 20.1 average.
"HOLLYWOOD" led the
Falcons with 26 tallies in
the win over Cleveland
State, the sixth straight
contest in which he has
been the top BG scorer
Seniors John Arnold and
Andre
Richardson
and
sophomore Ron Hammye
remain
starters
for
tomorrow's clash.
The Cardinals are led by
freshman center
Randy
Boirden. who was averaging
13.9 points and
11.9
rebounds per game prior to
Wednesday's two-point loss
to Central Michigan.

Skaters, Newton ready for Western
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
When Bowling Green met
Western Michigan earlier
this season in the Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association (CCHA) opener
for both teams, Falcon
skater Tom Newton was
listening to the game on the

BG sophomore Chuckie James (20) applies defensive pressure to a
Cleveland State player in Wednesday'', romp. James is slated for
more action this weekend as the Falcons lost starter Dan Hipsher
for the season because of a broken foot. (Newsphoto by Lance
Wynn)
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But the freshman center
will be in the starting lineup
tonight
when
the
fifth-ranked (writer's poll)
and league-leading Falcons
invade Kulama/oo. Mich.
fof the opener of a
two-game,
away-home
weekend scries.
Tonight's face off in
4.300-seat l.awson Arena is
set
fot
7:30, while

tomoirow's tailender will go
at the same time in the BG
Ice Arena.
AS THE Falcons were
whipping Western. 6-2, in
Bronco country last Nov.
19, Newton was in Bowling
Green, an idle hockey
player, awaiting word from
the NCAA on his eligibility
status.
"After a while, 1 was
wondering if I'd ever be
eligible."
Newton said.
"Everybody that has ever
been injured knows the
feeling of missing games,
but maybe it's worse il
you're ineligible.' "
The
Uxbridge,
Ont.
native, who missed the
opening live games of the
season
due
to
the
controversy surrounding his

Major Junior A play last
season with the Oshawa
Generals, received a phone
call during the third period
of ihe Western game.
"Dr. (Richard) Young
(BG athletic director)called
and told me I was eligible."
Newton said. "About three
minutes later I heard it
announced on the radio.
"Sure I was excited." he
said. "I had a test the next
day and I flunked it."
THE FALCONS, who
received word on Newton's
reinstatement in the locker
room following the victory,
enjoyed his services in the
next weekend series with
RPI.
"1 had lost that game
condition." Newton said. "I
hadn't been working out

■MWMM
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back]
Bel lard trying tobounceback
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
It looks like Ihe giand old wi/ard has another bag of
tricks up his deeve
After coaching 20 consecutive yeais without a losing
MMOn, Bowling Green wrestling boss Bruce Bcllard came
across a soui note last MUon-l losing squad.
If you've heard much about this lit-ll.ii.1 fellow, don't
expect many more 'down' years at BG. This coach is a
winner, period.
IN HIS 23rd year at BG. Bellard owns a 158-108-12
career slate going into tomorrow's double-dual match with
Mid-American Conference (MAC) foes Ball State and
Eastern Michigan
The dean ot MAC grappling tutors won MAC titles in
|9S9, I960 and I96G and led 17 individual Falcons to
league championships.
His ciedits go on and on. One of the few college coaches
with over I 50 Victories, Bellard has enjoyed five seasons of
10 01 more tnumphs including unbeaten teams in 1959 and

1960(11-0).
BeUard'l high-watel mark was 14-2 campaign in 1966
SO NOW the BG whil is trying to bounce back after one

bad year-a task many coachei wouldn't mind. The Falcons
were 4-11 overall last year and winless in the MAC.
After losing nine letlermen, Hellard's new-found formula
for success has been rebuilding with a touch of
class-himself.
It appears to be paying off. The young Falcons started
slow. but are now 4-5 and on the upswing.
A trio of freshmen (Jay files. Rick Shannon and Mark
Mayer) and sophomores (Jerry Thomas, Rick Kopf and Jeff
Polhcmus) have made much progress this season to fit in
with veterans Joe Kosch and Bill lia/iei.

As of 9 a.m. today, 350 general admission tickets
were left for tomorrow night's home hockey game
with Western Michigan. Tickets are being sold or
exchanged on a first-come, first-served basis. Reserved
seat tickets for tomorrow's game are sold out.
A LIMITED number of tickets are available for the
upcoming games at the University of Michigan
(Tuesday) and Ohio State University (Feb. 27-28).
General admission tickets for the Michigan game will
also he sold at the gate.

with
Moe and Wally
(linemates Rich Nagai and
Tom Esper) in practice. I
was just playing every
position.
"My timing was off at
center that first game back
and it took a while, but the
next night 1 was back to
normal." he said.
Even though he was
forced to make a difficult
adjustment from Major A
play to collegiate hockey,
the "rookie" anchor ranks
seventh in team scoring
(7-12-19) heading into (his
weekend's series.
"COLLEGE hockey is
different kind of style."
Newton said. "Here it's
skate, skate, skate and team
play. In Major Junior we
had more guys who were
trying to impress scouts and
get drafted rather than
playing for the learn."
After last
weekend's
CCHA series split with
defending champion St.
Louis, the local skaters
concentrated on speed in
this
week's
workouts.
Newton said.
"I think last Friday we
proved we
&n knock
anyone out of the rink." he
said. "There is no reason we
can't skate like St. Louis
and play our muscle game at
the same time."

Falcon coach Ron Mason
agrees with his skating
stalwart that BG will need
all of its quickness to turn
back Ihe Broncos.
"I WAS impressed by
then overall team speed in
thai first game," Mason
said. "They are fast and
they can fly. Ihey move. We
have to play good positional
hockey or they're going to
jump on us "
Western
Michigan
(11-7-1.
34
CCHA).
currently is in fourth place
in the loop race, six points
behind BG's (14-3-1) 6-1
league mark
Coach
Bill
Neal'i
Broncos, who held a 2-0
first period lead in that
earlier meeting, arc led by
senior
Rob
Hodge
(20-14-34) and junior Jeff
Lindsay (7-21-28)
Center Mike Hartman
(19-21-40) continues to lead
the Falcon scorers, while
defenseman John Mavity
(1II7-28)
and
Espei
(10-16-26)
trail
the
sophomore anchor.
Bowling Green will pit

the best goaltending pair in
the nation, juniors Al
Sarachman (2.84 avg.. 7-1-1
record) and Mike (Jut (2-2°
avg., 7-2 record) against
Western's Dan May (4.20)
and Rob Lane (3.00).

ROUNDING OUT the starters. Bellard has stuck with
senior walk-on Gerry l.eescburg and lie's come through as
one of BG's most consistent matnien
Of those 10 starters, eight will return next year with
Kosch and l.eescburg departing through graduation.
loi those two vacated spots, the Falcons have a couple
of men who could fill in. Replacing Kosch at 142 pounds, it
appears that freshman Dave Iberia and sophomore Jim
Moticr have the inside tracks.
At Leeseburg's 167 slot, freshmen Dave Dyckes and
Marty lluyn.ik should fight it oul next fall.
But first things first. Bellaul want! to break his
gosh-awful one-year losing streak.
Then, maybe after obtaining another winning season,
things will be back to "normal' again on the BG wrestling
scene

Swimmers compete in MAC
By 1 'as ill Smercina
Staff Writer
In
tonight
and
tomorrow'l
"Mini"
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) swim meet, the BG

Entries due
Sunday is the last day
to enter the Superstars
Competition.
scheduled
for
February
17-21.
Applications are available
from hall directors, greek
presidents and faculty
department heads.

7 37 S. Main

352-8639

tankers will look at teams
from the top, middle and
bottom of their competition
this year.
Miami University, one of
the top teams in the
conference, the University
of Toledo, the league's
cellar dweller, host Western
Michigan
and
Bowling
Green will all participate in
the meet, which will be
conducted like the MAC
championships.
"WE HAVE a shot for
second," BG coach Tom
Stubbs said. "Miami is out
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of reach, Toledo lacks depth
and we know what Western
has from our earlier meet
with them."
Depth is critical to the
outcome of the meet,
because the first 12 places
in every event score points.

THE ONLY
Falcons
listed this week in the top
ten
are Craig Casten
(butterfly). Kurt Seibenick
(one-meter diving). Chris
Price (individual medley)
and
Randy
Richards
(hreaststroke).

Powerful Miami boasts at
least one swimmer ranked
among the top 10 of the
MAC ratings in every event,
and has as many as four in
some.
Toledo has but one
individual
rated
while
Western has three, two of
them in diving.

This weekend's meet
won't give an accurate
picture of the season-ending
league
championships,
according to Stubbs.
"The MAC is an animal
all to itself." he said. "Some
very strange things always
seem to happen there."

Newton

Falcon ices Tom Newton (left) avoids a collision with St. Louis forward Mike
Ballanger in last weekend's action. Newton will be in the line-up tonight as the
Falcons travel to Western Michigan. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Cold Beer - Wine) - Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Out

OPEN
9 am - 11 P-m. Weekdays <S Sunday
9 am- 12 pm Friday 4 Saturday

